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T estin g program
still in d efin ite
by Mary Ann DeFiore and
Nora DePalma

As the area’s first snow storm o f the winter season hits the M SC campus, Roger
Peterson and Edgar Pineros spell out the problem in simple terms.

W orking together
by Louis Lavelle
The Student Personnel Advisory
Committee (SPAC) carries “equal
weight” along with the Professor
Advisory Committee (PAC) and the
chairman of each department in
deciding on faculty promotion, tenure
and reappointment, according to its
chairman,Janet Holt.
Holt described the committee, with
its nine regular members, as “the voice
of students in departmental affairs.” In
practice, Holt said, the committee's
recommendations can be reversed by
the PAC and the department chairman.
It has happened in the past and it can
happened again.
When a faculty member comes up for
promotion, tenure or reappointment,
Holt said, the committee sends that
person a signed memo describing what
it intends to do. Holt said that
arrangements are then made for a
committee member to perform the
evaluation with that class.
When a committee member arrives at
a classroom the faculty member is asked
to leave, and white evaluation forms are
distributed to the students. These forms
consist of 14 questions which are
answered by the students on a scale of
one to four, one being “poor” and four
being “excellent.’The students are
encouraged to make comments on the
back of the evaluation form. Holt said.
The forms are then collected and
processed by the committee. The
averages of each question are calculated
first, then the average of these averages
is calculated, and the information is
recorded on a blue evaluation form,
Holt said. These forms include the
committee’s final recommendation.
Where PAC evaluates faculty
members in terms of scholarly
achievement and contributions to the
department, SPAC’s final recommen
dation concerns itself with teacher
effectiveness. “The general rule of
thumb,” Holt said, “is not to NOT
recommend anyone.” In other words,
the committee rarelv gives any faculty

member a bad recommendation.
According to Holt, the committee’s
charter also grants it the opportunity to
p a rtic ip a te in interview s with
prospective faculty members. However,
Holt feels that the presence of a
committee member at the interview
would put unnecessary pressure on the
interviewee.
Holt added that the committee’s
charter also provides for it to have a say
in course organization. However, Holt
said that this duty has since been
abdicated to a student representative,
not necessarily affiliated with the
committee, who sits on the curriculum
committee of each department.

The possibility of NJ state college sophomores having to take a test to determine
if they will be allowed to continue onto graduation is not probable in the near
future.
“There is no sophomore testing program at this time,” Larry Marcus, special
assistant to T. Edward Hollander, chancellor of higher education, said yesterday
in a telephone interview this week.
The purpose of this test would be to make sure "people don’t graduate who are
incompetent in writing skills,” according to Marcus. The test would concentrate
on communications skills, particularly the ability of students to write.
He explained that the testing program was an idea suggested to the Board of
Higher Education by Hollander in a paper discussing the objectives for the 197980 academic year.
David W.D.Dickson, MSC president, described the test as a “gleam in
Hollander’s eye that has not come to full birth.” However, Dickson does not feel
a sophomore test is needed at MSC because of the present Basic Skills test and
the remedial programs affiliated with it.
Marcus went on to explain that the board needs to do something more than
basic skills-they need to have a guarantee that students are competent. A
sophomore test is just one alternative that could be chosen to fulfill the board's
objective.
According to Hollander’s memorandum to the board, a new form of the basic
skills test will be considered as a post-test. This post-test would be “a requisite for
measuring student progress and program effectiveness," as quoted in the
memorandum.
Dickson said that a student who does poorly on the basic skills test as a
freshman is sent to workshops on campus to strengthen his weak area. Also,
students may attend such remedial courses of their own accord, or by the
suggestion of a professor.
He voiced his personal disapproval to Hollander’s proposal of testing
sophomores because he feels that the basic skills program is adequate. “We can’t
send someone out in the world who cannot read or write or communicate
properly,” he stated, adding “1 agree with the ends sought by the test, but not the
means.”
The idea of a test for students was conceived on the M SC campus in the spring
of 1978. After three semesters (mid-sophomore year) students would take the
test. But this idea was discarded when the basic skills program was initiated.

On-campus plum bing
goin g down the drain
by Adam Som m ers
In a crowded and cluttered plumbing maintenance room
sits David McComb, the maintenance co-ordinator for
housing. McComb, a short man with short, gray hair, and
light, gentle eyes has an acute interest in the maintenance of
the plumbing on the MSC campus.
“We stay on top of the problems as best we can,”
McComb said. People living on campus also become aware
of these problems. Bohn Hall’s first floor was flooded out
the second week of school. Hot water is occasionally hard to
come by; more than once nothing but air has come out of the
pipes. Just recently Stone Hall’s bathrooms have backed up.
The flood in Bohn Hall was caused because “Thetwo
automatic sewage pumps went out at the same time,”
McComb said. Both have now been completely rebuilt and
are operating perfectly.
Loss of hot water is due to a maladjustment in “very
sensitive sensors” in the pipes. “These have to be adjusted
perfectly or there will be some occasional problems,”
McComb stated. “We have taken care of it and the problems
should stop.”
“Periodically we have to pumpout the sewage water. This

causes a lot of pressure in the pipes. When this happens air
gets into the pipes and naturally has to be released,” he
explained. This is not so much a problem as a minor
irritation. The pressure is restored within a few minutes and
everything returns to normal.
Regarding the problem of toilets backing up, McComb
said only, “The problem there was with the pumps, but
they’re being fixed and will be working very soon.” This
problem was not too serious. It caused only minor
inconvenience to Stone Hall residents.
McComb could not say what the average cost of
maintenance is per year. There are two students on
emergency duty, who receive a salary, in addition to the
salaries of the other maintenance personnel. McComb is on
24 hour call in case he is needed.
McComb stated that they were on top of most of the
problems. “The first few weeks are always the worst,” he
said. This is because there is always a lot of other work that
has to be done. McComb’s crew has daily preventative
maintenance schedules that they go through. “We’re just
about caught up now,” McComb stated in closing.
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D a te b o o k
TODAY, THURS. OCT. 11, 1979
FIRST MEETING- sponsored by Psi Chi, Russ Hall Lounge,
4 pm, all old and new members welcome!
CONCERT: sponsored by Chi Alpha, Student Center
Ballrooms, 8 pm.free will offering.
MARKETING CLUB MEETING: Student Center Meeting
Room 1.2:30-4 pm. Members please return raffle tickets.
SUN., OCT. 14, 1979
MASS: sponsored by Newman. Newman House, 7:30 pm.
MASS: sponsored by Newman, Studio Theater. 11:00 am.
TUES., OCT. 16, 1979
CPR CLASS: sponsored by Montclair Chapter, American
Red Cross, Montclair Red Cross 63 Park St. near Bloomfield
Ave., 7-10 pm. Learn to save a life! Call 746-1800 to pre
register.
FIRST AID CLASS: sponsored by Montclair Chapter,
American Red Cross, Montclair Red Cross 63 Park St. near
Bloomfield Ave. 7-10 pm, Learn principles of emerency care
and accident prevention. Call 746-1800 to preregister.
ISRAELI DANCING: sponsored by Jewish Student Union,
Student Center Ballroom C, 8 pm, 50 cents for students and 75
cents for others.
MASS: sponsored by Newman. Newman House, 12:15 pm.
TURKISH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION MEETING:
Student Center Meeting Room I, noon to 2 pm. Activities for
the rest of fall and spring semester will be discussed. Anyone
interested is welcome to come, tues 16
BAKE SALE: Psychology Club, Math/Science Lobby, 9 am 2 pm.tues 16
WED., OCT. 17, 1979
GREEK STUDENT MEETING: Ballroom B, Student Center,
4 pm. For information call Nick, Stone Hall Room 201, 7749395 or I.efteris, 667-4636 after 7:30 pm.
IMPORTANT FACE MEETING: Fine Arts building. Room
230, 4:30 pm. Plans for a major art show in an exciting local
gallery will be made.
SGA MEETING: Student Center, fourth floor Meeting
Rooms 4 pm. Open to all students.
SILC MEETING: Student Center Purple Conference Room,
3pm. All members and future members invited.

Toni Ciani and Margie Calanaugh, vice-presidents of Alpha Kappa Psi, the national business
fraternity, show their delight in the success of their fraternity’s SGA Day Balloon Sale. The sale was
for the benefit of the A merican Cancer Society.

#c People
Rita Brashear, a biology graduate student and a graduate
assistant, was given the Cell Raisers Scholarship and a Hadley
Scholarship to attend a course on "Chromosome Banding
Techniques”. The course was given in Lake Placid at the W. Alton
Jones Cell Science Center in September and dealt with techniques
in cytogenetics. Brashear is currently doing graduate research on a
mutagenesis assay to determaine toxic substances in our waters
and given an Alumni Grant in the spring to begin her
research...Francesco Cordasco, of the sociology department
attended a conference on "Workplaces and Classrooms: A
Partnership for the ‘80’s,” held in Baltimore Sept. 25-29 underthe
auspices of Walter Mondale, vice-president and his Task Force on
Youth Employment. He is the chairman of the NJ Advisory
Council on Voccational Education...the Fine Arts Club for
Education’s (FACE) new officers for the 1979-80 term are: Denise
Dettorre,president; Gayle Steinmetz, vice-president; Paula
Michalski, corresponding secretary; Susan Panagos, recording
secretary; and Mary Angelino, treasurer...Dr, Frank B. Hanson
and his wife, Beatrice will present a program on the works of
William Shakespeare at the next public meeting of the Montclair
Dramatic Club. "A Gallery of Shakespeare’s Portraits” will
feature scenes from the bard’s comedies, tragedies, romances, and
history plays. The program will be held Fri., Oct. 19 at 8 pm in the
MDC Clubhouse, Bloomfield. All are invited.

V_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______
Mark Olson holds a
c a f e t e r i a sign
informing students
of the price increase
in Dannon yogurt.
Plain yogurt is now
65 cents and fruit is
SO cents per contain
er in the Student
Center
cafeteria.
Dannon yogurt can
be purchased for 45
cents in local stores.
See story on page 3.
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FASHION JEANS OUTLET
127 Valley Road, Montclair
(across from Tierney's)

phone: 744-7919
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INTRODUCTORY OFFER—

$2

o ff

each pair of overalls, pants or
skirt if you purchase m ore than one.
each pair of shorts or top if

«p 1 O i l

you purchase m ore th an one.

Offer good through Oct. 20

with coupon

Hours: Tues. — Sat., 9:30am — 5:30pm
Thurs. till 8pm
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THURSDAY: Partly cloudy
during the day with a chance of
showers late in the day or at
night. High: 50-55 Low: 40-45
FRIDAY: Partly cloudy. High:
42-57 Low: 40-45
SATURDAY: Partly cloudy.
High: 55-60 Low: 40-45
SUNDAY: Partly sunny with a
chance of showers. High: 55-60
Low: 42-47
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SKIRTS - OVERALLS - SHORTS - VESTS <D 3
®
JACKETS in denim and other fabrics
3
®
JUNIOR & MISSEY SIZES AT LOW LOW ® 33

PRICES

by the Geoscience Club
Forecasters

3

M i t e U U D p re s e n ts ...

HOLME

33 " Garden state rock a Roll
3
3
3
3
3

Thurs., oct. 11 & oct. ie

^ BU TTERFIELD'S is located just 5
minutes from the Meadowlands,
3 easy to reach off Route 17 or 46.

li

For further directions, call

365-5845
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Non-Pro fit...fa c t or fiction?
by David Anderson
Student Center Cafeteria
food prices are generally higher
than those charged at other
college cafeterias in the state by
comparison. When serving size
and price are taken into
account, the center cafeteria
charges substantially more for
such items as hot dogs,
hamburgers, french fries, and
yogurt than do four other
colleges int he state chosen at
random.
The colleges surveyed
include Kean College (Kean) in
Union and William Paterson
College (WPC), both state
colleges: Rutgers University in
New Brunswick and Bloom
field College (BC), a private
institution. Of the four, BC’s
prices were drastically less than
the other schools for all items.
According to Russ Bedard,
food services director at BC
according to an independent
fo o d c o n t r a c t o r w h ich
c u r r e n t l y s e r v ic e s th e
d o rm ito ry fa c ilitie s oncampus, will be opening a
snack bar at the end of
October. Currently, BC’s food
service offers “all you can eat”
meals at the dormitory facilities
ofr the moderate price of $1.75.
Bedard will be offering
hamburgers for 50 cents less
than MSC’s center; hot dogs
will be 30 cents less, and french
fries will go for at least 45 cents
less. Seiler’s, an independent
company based in Massachusettes, operates the BC food
service turns a profit on all its
operations.
At Kean and WPC, hot dogs,
hamburgers, and french fries
are all considerably less
expensive than MSC. Both
colleges’ food services are run

independently.
The snack bar at Rutgers is
run by the Tavern Association
of the SGA. Of the selected
items surveyed, Rutgers prices
were comparable except for
yogurt, french fries, and hot
dogs. Their quarter-pound
hamburger goes for $1.40, but
also comes on a hard roll with
chips and a pickle.
Kean, Rutgers, and WPC all
charge $.55 a cup, the
additional four cents makes for
the turned profit.
MSC offers only Tuscan
yogurt, a choice that many
students feel is limited at best.
Although Tuscan is manufac
tured locally, the center
cafeteria charges five cents
more than the other colleges do
for Danno yogurt. Harold
Ostroff, manager of business
services, explained that the
cafeteria cannot offer a
cheaper-priced yogurt than
Tuscan.
MSC’s center cafeteria is run
through the Student Center
Building Operation of the
Faculty-Student Cooperative
A s s o c ia tio n (C o -o p ). A
discriptive flyer on Co-op
includes among its purposes, to
“operate services for the benefit
of students.”
• N ader T a v a k o li, SGA
president, and a member of the
Faculty-Student Co-op Board
of Trustees, has gone on record
condem ning the tu rstees
interest in profit-motiveness
over their interest in service;
and the SGA’s Welfare and
International Affairs Commit
tee is currently investigating
various pricing procedures of
the Co-op trustees.
Ostroff and others have
pointed out that the cafeteria’s
price structure must take into

account the interest and
principal on the outstanding
center bonds. In addition,
while other colleges may
subsidize their food services to
a large extent, according to

“ open d o o r ” c o m p la in t
structure, and that his office
reacts to any com plaint
immediately. Ostroff con
cluded,“We’re not perfect, but
we strive towards perfection.”

is prepared on the premises.
Ostroff contends that they offer
one of the most extensive food
selections and that the cafeteria
services between 5,000 to 9,000
students a day.

Type of Item

MSC

Kean

Rutgers

Soup - small
Soup - large

35c
45c

35c
45c

65c, 10 oz.*

William Paterson Bl o o mf i e l d
Co mmu n i t y
College
20c
35c
35c
45c

Yogurt

55c
65c, Tuscan
80c. Dannon w/fruit
30c, 4 oz.
40c, I0 oz.

55c

55c

50c, 7.5 oz.

30c, 5 oz.
40c, 7 oz.
55c, 12 oz.

25c, 8 oz.
40c, 14 oz.

25c, 7 oz.
35c, 12 oz.

25c, 8 oz.
40c, 14 oz.

30c, 8 oz.
40c. 12 oz.

20c, 6 oz.
25c, 8 oz.
30c, 12 oz.

40c, small
50c, large

15c, 3 oz.
25c, 7 oz.

Orange Juice

30c,
35c,
45c,
25c,
35c,

Soda
Coffee

25c,
35c,
40c.
25c,

10 oz.
12 oz.
16 oz.
6 oz.
10 oz.

8 oz.
12 oz.
16 oz.
8 oz.

French Fries

50c, 4 oz.
70c, 6.5 oz.

45c, 5.5 oz. 60c, 8 oz.

Hamburger

85c, 4 oz.

70c

$1.40, 4 oz.** 65c

65<r
-5ûc
Hoi Dog
M l_______ M«***
Type of Service How Food Is Bought Operator of Food Service
1. Cafeteria
Á.. Cafeteria

Wholesale

3. Snack Bar

Below Retail

4. Snack Bar
5. Snack Bar

Wholesale

Faculty/Student Co-op
Independent
Tavern Association of
SGA

Wholesale

35c, 4 oz.
30c
not yet introduced

*** with chips and pickle

Independent
Independent

Independent

1. MSC

4. William Paterson

2. Kean

5. Bloomfield
College

Community

3. Rutgers
Ostroff, the center building fee
is supposedly among the lowest
in the state.
In an interview Ostroff
further explained that almost
90 percent of the cafeteria food

25c (can)

Ostroff receives about six to
12 complaints a month dealing
with anything from too small
portions to dissatisfaction with
the price structure. He said that
the cafeteria does have an

ART SUPPLIES
STUDENT DISCOUNT
Pick up your student
discount card!
Bl O O M H H Ü
5SH Rlooniftt'ld Avenue
74.1 7227

WAY Nl
Will« iw Uhm >k M.i

Rt ihA21 ,H>

MSC to be improved
by Lori Jersey
A three phase development program for the
improvement of the college is under way at
MSC.
The improvements and construction will
inconvenience both residents and commuters.
According to Elliot Mininberg, vice president
of finance, “I know it will be inconvenient, but
I’m thinking of the long-term good of the
college.
The three phase development program, called
the Quarry Developoment Program, is a $20
million improvement program which should be
complete in approximately two years, according
to Mininberg. The resurfacing of Sprague Field
was phase I of the development program.
“Phase II should begin within six months,
hopefully in three or four months,” said
Mininberg. It involves an underground annex to
the Student Center, a slight revision to the
baseball field, five new fields in the quarry-three
•softball, one track and field, and one multi
purpose field, and approximately 1,000 new
parking spaces. “Phase II will cost around $9
million," Mininberg said.
Phase III will be a locker building to service
the rtdvfc'fields irt the’qiiarty. Minirfbdrg’wisri’t

sure of the details concerning this building and
said it depends on how phase II goes.
The new dorm that is going up in the parking
lot by Webster and Bohn Hall is going to cause
some problems for residents and commuters.
Three to four hundred parking spaces will be
lost in the Bohn Hall parking lot where the new
dorm will be located, according to Mininberg.
This effects residents who want to keep their cars
on campus overnight as well as commuters.
However, Mininberg said, the new parking
spaces laid down during phase II of the
development program should take care of the
loss of space in the Bohn Hall lot.
Another inconvenience for dorm residents is
that the shuttle bus will no longer go by Bohn
Hall. '-’Residents of Bohn Hall will have to walk
to the entrance of the quarry parking lot to pick
up the shuttle bus," Mininberg said.
Discussing the difficulty 11,000 commuters
have in finding parking spaces daily, Mininberg
said, “While finding a parking space is difficult
depending on the time of day, it’s not impossible.
There are parking spaces, you just have to look
for them.” Mininberg has been up in a helicopter
over the parking lot during peak times of the day
td sfee i f {tafking spaces ate hvkilable.
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Date

Wed.
Oct. 17

Time

11am
4 pm

Place

Student
Center
Lobby
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Silent majority
Seymour Hyman, President of William Paterson College
(WPC), sent a secret memo to Dr. Arnold Speert, vicepresident of the college, to the effect of compiling data on
every faculty member up for reappointment or promotion,
according to Sue Merchant, news editor of the Beacon.
Speert was directed to inform the dean to collect such
data, which includes: grade distribution, amount of time the
candidate spent on campus (outside of office hours), class
enrollment, and a list of courses he or she has taught at
WPC.
This data includes considerations which were not agreed
upon by the teacher’s union. Erwin Nack, president of the
union, and Sue Radner, vice-president, filed a grievance
which states a violation between the state and the union, and
violations of the faculty retention policy procedure, and the
faculty policy procedure.
Nack stated his opinion concerning the matter. “ Hyman’s
effort to introduce these procedures without informing the
union and faculty of the procedures to which they will be
subjected, can only be characterized as outrageous.”

Rivalry ending
The oldest football rivalry in the nation will soon be
coming to an end, according to Michael Shenbreg, associate
managing editor of the Rutger’s Daily Targum. Princeton
University has informed Rutgers that next year’s game, to be
held at Rutgers, will be their final meeting.
Rutgers beat Princeton 38-14 on Sept. 23, at Princeton.
This was their 110th anniversary and their 70th meeting.

G allery to move
Gallery One is on the second
floor of Life Hall Auditorium,
in the section closest to College
Hall. It was founded five and
one-half years ago by Harry
Rosenzweig. The gallery is the
small room where the old
faculty dining used to be
located. Because of the small
size and poor condition of the
building, Gallery One will be
moving to a new location.
Julie Marchini , who has
worked with Rosenzweig for
the past three years,describes
the new location of the gallery.
It will be on the first floor of
Life Hall Auditorium next to
the auditorium. This new room
is much larger and will display
the sculptures by hanging them
from special panels in the front
window. Hopefully the new
gallery will be open by
September 1980.
The gallery is presently open
Monday through Friday from
9 am - 4 pm. Each month, six
members of the faculty in the
fine arts departm ent get
together and arrange for
reputable 20th Century artist to
exhibit his/ her work at Gallery
N orth Je rse y
G yneclogical C e n te r

An SGA senator at large at Trenton State College (TSC),
had planned to sue the housing department at the college, on
the grounds that forcing residents to pay damage charges is
illegal.
Bob Edenzon changed his plan a week later, and
submitted a proposal to the SGA, that it work together with
housing to develop a better system of collecting the damage
costs.
According to an article in The Signal, written by Gwyn
Jones, a committee of representatives from two resident hall
associations, a steering committee, the Decker/Cromwell
Government, and the housing office will meet, and try to
develop policies that will decrease damages in the dorms.
Edenzon developed his plan to sue the housing
department, after students at Rutgers University tried a
similiar case and won. The students at Rutgers are
reportedly still paying damages after all, because of a lack of
funds.

Contract reviewed
Students at Stockton State College (SSC) are upset about
the prices of food and beer in their cafeteria and pub. Their
food service is ARA, as written in The Argo by William
Leek.
ARA’s contract at the school expires in August of 1980.
New bids will be coming in February, and Rob Trow, vicepresident of administration and finance has said that all
students and faculty will have a chance to speak out, and
possibly ARA will lose its contract.
Currently, SSC students are paying40 c for six ounces of
juice;20 c for a slice of cheese; and 25e for a slice of ham,
Leek reports.
The SGA at the college has planned a forum to receive
input from the college community.
......... *— **“ * *-9n‘ bhrra'b)rPnlmaymd "O&wrt ‘■BH5ttHim+ * ** *

V____________ ______ —---------------------------------s

“educational experience for the
many students who stop by.”
Although none of the pieces
may be purchased at Gallery
One, they are the same pieces of
artwork which are on display in
New York City's finer art
galleries.

Gallery One displays a wide variety of artistic styles in its showroom
in Life Hall. Here is a sampling of the unique brand of art work
exhibited there.

S P E C IA L IZ I N G

IN

HEAT TR AN SFER
CUSTO M

A P P L IC A T IO N

AND

L E T T E R IN G

A B O R T IO N S E R V IC E S
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
A bortion P rocedures
Birth C o n tro l Counseling
Sterilization P rocedures
C om plete O bstetrical &
G ynecological C are

O

call 375-0800 For Immediate Appt.
LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM IRVINGTON CTR
HOURS 9AM-5PM MON -SAT AMPLE PARKING

P roposal subm itted

One. There is no admission fee.
There is a Gallery Guide, and
postcards in the office tell who
the next artist will be.
M archini explains th a t
besides being entertainment for
the secretaries and faculty
members, the gallery is also an

40 UNION AVE.. SUITE 104, IRVINGTON. NJ

P E C O lfp E E
P H IL

Team Rate»3 3 7 F R A N K L IN AV E.
N U T L E Y , N . J. 0 7 1 1 0

&

ANN

TUSA

-on Request
ACRO SS FR O M PARK OVAL
(2 0 1 ) 6 6 7 - 0 1 2 8 ________________
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SGA News

B rin g in g books to

$ awarded
by Dave Anderson and Sonjui Lai
The Platform Tennis Club received charter status and
Reflections Magazine was appropriated publication funds
at last night’s SGA meeting.
The Platform Tennis Club, with 31 members,received a
Class Two charter. They plan inter-collegiate competitions
and intramural instruction.
Reflections, the intercultural magazine of poetry and
prose, was appropriated $400 for unexpected publishing
costs. Apparently, an oral agreement which was reached
between the editorial board of Reflections, and the oncampus printing office for $500 was not legally binding, and
the unexpected increase in costs had to be met for printing to
continue. The next issue of the magazine, which publishes in
seven different languages, is expected some time this month.
In a statute change, the legislature increased
transportation reimbursement expenses from 14 cents a mile
to 17 cents.
An attempt to make a Steering Committee, or a central
clearing center for legislative bills, as a standing committee
was defeated.
Nader Tavakoli, SGA president, appointed eight
legislators at large-Bob Alvarez, John Disimino, Carlos
Couret, Ada Jackson,John Van Liew, Jack Gross, Rick
Messina and Rose Furmato.
Brian Cige, board of trustees representative, announced
that at the last board meeting it was decided that voting on
the reorganiztion plans were to be postponed until the
November meeting. Cige is also checking on the feasibility
of extending dorm services to students during the three
weeks of winter session.
The NJ Student Association (NJSA) will hold their next
meeting on Sun., Oct. 14, at 11 am in the Student Center
meeting rooms. MSC’s status in NJSA is presently
ambiguous since a referendum requiring a special student
fee to the NJSA was not passed during last year’s elections.
The question of status will be brought up at the next
legislative meeting.

by Chris Carroll
Did you ever wonder how
many books Sprague Library
has at its disposal? Hundreds?
Thousands? With the help of
the Inter Library Services,
millions is even a conservative
estimate.
The service “enables one
library to examine the holdings
of any other library in the
system,” Larry Kirschenbaum,
reference librarian, said.
Basically it is a system for
allowing libraries to examine
and, on request, receive on loan
b o o k s , jo u r n a ls , p h o to
duplications, etc. from any
other library in the service, he
said. For example, if an MSC
student was doing research and
Sprague Library did not have
the book he needed, he could
obtain it through the service.
The service, which has been a
part of the college library for
years, was computerized this
past June, Kirschenbaum said.
The procedure for requesting
a book or photoduplication is
relatively simple. The person
requesting the article fills out a
req u est fo rm —yellow for
books, pink for photocopies,
he said. According to one of the
reference librarians fills out a
similar form that is displayed
on the computer terminal. The
computer will search for and

then display the names of all
the holding institutions that
have the material. Kirschen
baum or Ed Gil, another
reference librarian, will then

There is “almost never” a
c h a rg e fo r the se rv ic e,
Kirschenbaum said.
The service is open to any
and every holding institution in

Larry Kirschenbaum, a reference librarian at Sprague,
demonstrates the inter-library computer which aids students in
locating reference material nationwide.
send away for the material via
the computer or, if it is not to
far away, call for or mail the
request. The material requested
is always sent by mail.
Because of shortages in the
staff, a request may take two to
three weeks to be answered.

the nation. It is “cheaper and a
little quicker” than the old
system of strictly mailing the
requests, Kirschenbaum said.
Faculty and graduates use
the service the most because
“undergraduates don’t have the
need” for such m aterial,
Kirschenbaum said.

Board On Transportation Affairs
We will hear all Campus Parking
►Ticket
Appeals for students who
feel unfairly treated

We provide transit information on
►all
bus and train lines as well as
FREE m aterials to help
►Provide
you and your car in time of need

Call 893-4204

for UP-TO-THE-MINUTE INFO!!

(J umper cables, scrapers, sand,
etc....) m HOTAis closed, Campus Police have free emergency equipment
available to all MSCstudents)

QFFOCE IHlOOIfili

M onday - F r id a y ,

10am -

1pm

Student Center Cafeteria (in right corner)

A Service of YOUR Student Government Association.
"Students Serving Students"
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C la ssifie d
FOR SALE: 1974 Pinto, 4 cyl.
air condition. 34000 miles,
SI995 or best offer, call 7443530 anytime, ask for Fatemeh
foussi, 744-3530.
FOR SALE: realistic car stereo
cassette player with auto
reverse, two speakers with 51/4 in. woofer and 2-1/2 in.
tweeter, like new $75 firm, 8633613 after 6 pm.
FREE: TWO precious, white
kittens, need good home fast,
please call anytime, 744-8938.
FOR SALE: Profesisonal Bass
amp.. Sunn Coliseum and 215
BM speaker cabinet, excellent
condition, $550 firm, lifetime
guarantee. Will 746-1852 after
5.
FOR SALE: 2 14" snow tires in
good condition, $20 each, call
Phil at 273-8195 Mon-Fri after
7 pm.
FOR SALE: Ladies ski boots,
Raichle, size 7, excellent
condition, only $45, call Kim
338-6016.
FOR SALE: 1973 Caprice
wagon, 9 passenger, p/b, p/s,
a/c air stocks, hitich, excellent
condition, snow tires included
(radiais), “regular gas,” Saddle
Brook optional, call Don 8433924.
FOR SALE: 1971 Caprice. 2door, 65,000 miles, a/c, trailer
hitch , excellent running
condition $999, call 933-0344 or
667-4896.
LOST: set of keys on Tues.,
Oct. 9 between lower quarry
parking lot and gym. Call Ken
694-4228.
FOR SALE: engagement ring,
1/2 carat, gold setting, bought
at Fortunoffs (1978), will
■discuss price, 278-9500 ext. 230
davs, 595-9212 weekends.
FOR SALE: Rock and roll
album s and tap es fully
guaranteed, for free catlog call
893-5676 or go to room 1222
Bohn Hall, ask for Bill, 8935676.

LOST: MEN’s gold wedding
band, great sentimental value,
reward, call 744-4136.

FOUND: IN Partridge Hall,
third floor ladies room, one
girls high school ring, initials
M AH —ID re q u ire d fo r
positive Identification, room
317, Partridge Hall, 893-5144.

PIANO LESSONS: experienc
ed teacher now accepting
students for the fall season, also
tutoring in music theory and
harmony, first lesson is free,
688-3811, call 688-3811.

TYPING DONE: fast and
accurate, manuscripts, term
p a p e r s , r e s u m e s , e t c .,
convenient Upper Montclair
office, IBM selectra, 746-9010,
9-5.

LOST: DOUBLE chain gold
bracelet, lost week of 10/1 in
vicinity of Student Center,
possibly Partridge Hall or
Mallory, call 731-8495.

HELP WANTED: we have
permanent part-time jobs,
perfect for college students
looking for extra cash, work
available, Mon., Tues., Wed.,
e a rly m o rn in g to early
afternoon and some weekends,
you’ll be working as an
inventory-taker for one of the
largest commercial inventory
services in the US, apply
Washington Inventory Service,
225 Rt. 46, Rm 8 (2nd floor)
Totowa, NJ. 256-5726.
HELP WANTED: local needs
waitress 3-4 nights and male
kitchen help 2-3 nigts -call
“The Shanty” in Clifton, call
779-9843.
CLUB FORMING: A biking
club is now forming at MSC.
Biking for ail riders. If
interested contact Bob 8934737 or Earl 746-1369 after 6
pm.
FOR SALE: 1972 Firebird
Esprit, a/c, p/b, steering, amfm-8 track, F-70’s, $1500, call
Dave 744-4390.

FOR SALE: 1970 Ford LTD
station wagon, 87000 miles,
best offer, 256-1409.
LOST: gold, double chain
bracelet week of Oct. I.
Somewhere in vicinity of
Partridge Hall, Mallory, and
Student Center. If found call
731-8495.

Counseling Women
Women Helping Women provides an opportunity for
women to share questions and problems. The program offers
peer counseling, referral services, and discussion groups by and
for women on campus and in the community. The office is
located in Room 366 of the Math/ Science Building. The hours
are as follows: Monday 9-7; Tuesday 9-5; Wednesday 9-7;
Thursday 9-4; Friday 9-3.

WANTED: DANCERS, girls,
students who wish to earn $10$12 an hour dancing in Pub
(plus tips) call Silver Fox Pub,
165 Passaic St., Passaic, 7732152, ask for Connie.

WANTED: THOSE interested
in a poetry workshop should
contact I. Strasser at 893-4410,
the workshop will run 8 weeks
at 1-1/2 hrs. per week, cost $25,
days will be announced, 10
spaces.

FOUND: GREEK Fraternal
pin. Lambda Sigma Eta, see
Ms. Goldstein, C-227.

WANTED: STUDENT with
excellent library research skills
for a few hrs. work at MSC
library, rate negotiable, call
Janet. 941-3450.

WANTED: POETRY, prose,
drawings, essays, photos, and
o th er p rin ta b le a rts for
Quarterly’s regular issue, send
w ork w ith a SA SE to
Q uarterly, 4th floor SC,
deadline. Oct. 28. 893-4410.

WANTED: SUGGESTIONS
for campuses most littered
sp o t (n o t m a in ta in e n c e
covered), suggestion box—
Library Lobby and room 200
Life Hall, Campus Cleanup.

WANTED: BABYSITTING,
experienced with children,
including the handicapped,
available, Fri., Sat, Sun., Tues.,
nite and Thurs. nite, call 7441030.

HELP!! ILLITERATE seeing
eye dog needs help reading texts
for blind mistress, if you can
help read, call Karen or Eve.
202 Webster Hall, 893-5831.

KAPPA SIGMA Rho: a social
sorority at MSC is looking for
new sisters, for more info call
256-4309 oe 256-4609.

WANTED: PERSON to share
a ride or start a carpool to and
from Morristown, Mendham,
Basking Ridge area, check, our
schedules may coincide. Sue
543-4189, ASAP, ask for Sue.

DROP-IN CENTER: students
helping students, free peer
counseling, car-pooling lists
and transit info., open 24 hours,
stop by or call 893-5271.

NEEDED: STUDENT eligible
for work study to monitor SC
building boards, work up to 15
hours at $2.90/hour, good job
for publicity minded person
interested in public relations,
call Karen at 893-4202, SGA
office.

WANTED: FEMALE room
mate to share an off campus
room on Summit Ave., in
Upper Montclair, call Debbie
at 893-5169.

WANTED: COLLEGE girl/
boy willing to thoroughly clean
W'ayne home on Saturdays for
about 5 hours, steady job and
income, easy way to earn extra
cash, call 942-4994.

Comfort* & Rocks
Comfort ®& Cola
Comfort* & 7UP
Comfort* & Milk
Comfort*’ & Juice
(orange, pineapple,
apricot, grapefruit)

Comfort:Rdelicious just over ice. Superb mixed!
So smooth. Easy to sip. Delicious.
That's Comfort;" Southern Comfort
tastes good just poured over ice.
That's why it makes mixed drinks
taste so much better, too. Try it
with cola, tonic, 7UP, fruit juices,
etc. Beautiful! That's Comfort

^fw Mr Ämn/j Mr
//./V

N othing's so delicious as C om fort " on-the-rocks!

Southern Comfort
S O U T H E R N C O M F O R T CO
C O RPORA
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W A N TED : A M E R IC A N
Political History texts, class
urgently needs 3 Capricorn
texts, instructor will pay top
dollar, call Sue, History Dept.,
893-5261, Dr. Keenen, History
dept.

FOUND: WARM-up jacket
near Freeman Hall contact J.
Nash. 893-4247.

WANTED: Beatles memora
bilia, call Marianne 751-0669.

vv *wV.v H *

WANTED: ANY or all of the
following iron plates (weights),
2/50, 2/35, 2/25 lbs., used also
a straight bar with wide grip,
call Bill 746-7671, after 6 pm.

FOUND: SET of keys in
Partridge Hall women's room,
first floor, call 488-9399.

FOR SALE: 1976 Honda CB
550-four sport, runs excellent,
low mileage, lots of chrome and
extras. $ 1200, call 839-2885 ask
for Ed.

V

WANTED: BABYSITTER for
3 yr. old on campus, to meet at
Bldg. K (speech building) at 2
pm on Tuesdays, call 857-0667
after 6:30, rates negotiable.

FOR SALE: A girl's 26" 3speed blue bike, new tires put
on and brakes adjusted two
months ago, complete with lock
and back wire basket, best
offer, call N ora at the
Montclarion, 893-5241.

FREE TIRES and wheels: 60012 regular and snow tires. 60013 regular and snow tires, A-7813 snow tires, 1 Colt Wheel
(600-13), I Datsun Wheel(A7813), and I Datsun sheet (60012), call 067-4896.

FRANK: A good friend is the
best gift anyone can ask for.
Happy Birthday! Youroneand
only. Killer.

WANTED: MANIKIN (inan
imate person) for schedule,
needed as soon as possible, call
Bob, 483-4956.
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Interns confront the real world
by L aura H enault
Linking classroom theory to
the real world—this is the idea
behind several departmental
programs offered at MSC.
Inno v ativ e and exciting
experiences are available,
many of which are within the

School of Professional Arts
and Sciences and the d ivision
of business. Those interested
should contact the appropriate
departm ent chairm an for
information pertaining to the
programs.
“There are two purposes of
practical experience,” said Dr.

H idden
heritage
by B arbara Hess

photo by Stan Godlewski

In the middle of the
overgrown trees and foliage on
MSCs campus stands a by
product of the depression.
Despite the many years the
amphitheater has been in use,
not many MSC students know
of its existence. Only those who
were part of productions held
there know where and what it
is. There are also those few who

the student in mind, Kops said.
The b u ild e r s o f th e
amphitheater, the WPA, were
men and women unemployed
because of the depression. They
constructed it out of native
stone in the classical Greek
style, he continued.
Kops, who has been a part of
MSC as a student and
professor for the past 50 years,
remembers not being able to
hold g rad u a tio n in the

M SC’s secluded amphitheater, which today provides peace and quiet
to its visitors, has an interesting past.
amphitheater due to rain.
fell upon it by accident as a
The amphitheater was built
quiet place to study.
The amphitheater is located
to produce pageants, Greek
plays, and other plays adapted
on the left side of College
for outdoors, he stated.
Avenue between the library
It still serves as a stage for
and College Hall, and across
some Players productions. In
the street. It was completed in
recent years, the College Life
1938. The Works Projects
Union Board (CLUB) held
Administration (WPA) was
concerts there. Poetry readings
given the chance to build this as
were given and it was the
well as other projects.
s e t t i n g f o r th e S t a f f
When the amphitheater was
Association picnic, Kops said.
first constructed it had many
But so far this year, nothing
functions, Walter Kops of the
has been scheduled for the
history department said. But
a m p h i th e a t e r , he s a id .
the uses for this beautiful and
A lthough, occasionally a
peaceful place have diminished
over the years. It was built with
professor will hold his classes
the welfare and convenience of
there on a nice day.

THE HARP AND BARD PUB
363 LAKE VIEW AVE.. CLIFTON, NI. 772-6366.

Featuring:
WEDNESDAYS: First Appearance!
The Super Sound o f Fenelon&Paul.
FRIDAYS: The Dynamic Duo o f
THE MOONSHINE MOUNTAIN BOYST
SATURDAYS: The Wild Colonial Boys
Join U s for Lunch and D inner Too!

Katharine Hall, interim dean of
the School of Professional Arts
and Sciences. Exploratory
internships enable students to
discover whether they like a
certain type of work, Hall said.
Other practical experiences are
designed for students who
desire to work in a chosen
career area and have completed
a sequence of preparatory
courses, she said.
An example of this second
type of internship can be found
in the hom e econom ics
department. Home economics
seniors may participate in a 10or 15-week “practicum” with a
business, agency or organiza
tion, according to Hall. They
work full-time, keeping daily
logs and pursuing a planned
independent study project.
Students earn from eight to 12
credits through these nonsalaried positions. Cooperating
organizations include Action 4-NBC, Consolidated Edison of
New York, and the New Jersey
Division of Consumer Affairs,
Hall said.
Health students have the
opportunity to do a “hands-on
experience,” according to Dr.
Harry H. Hoitsma, chairman
of health professions. Senior
health majors work in areas
tie d in to th e i r c a r e e r
d e v e lo p m e n t goals w ith
agencies such as Planned
Parenthood and the National
C ouncil on A lcoholism ,
usually disseminate informa
tion to the public, he said. This
six credit field study is a non

paying program and is
co m b in ed w ith p e rio d ic
seminars at MSC.
Recreation professions offer
fieldwork in recreation and
parks to upper level students
majoring in recreation and
park administration. A variety
of public and private leisure
service agencies work with
fieldwork trainees who earn
three to eight credits through
the program. Students work in
a full-time capacity for 16
weeks under the supervision of
agency personnel.
Student in the industrial
e d u c a tio n and p h y sic a l
education departments pursue
practical experience mainly
through the Co-op Office in
Life Hall. Dr. George Olsen,
chairman of the physical
education department, said
that the department “hasn’t
been able to offer an internship
because it is not an approved
course.” An alternative to the
Co-op experience, said Dr.

rimimi
ALWAYS
TWO
GREAT
FEATURES!!

EVERY
EVcKY
FRIDAY!

I l i l k m i n i M i j
CHILDREN UNDER 12
( . SENIOR CITIZENS
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Joan Schleede, chairman of the
physical education depart
ment, is an independent study
course within the department.
The division of business
offers no in te rn sh ip s in
business education and office
systems but two interesting
experiences in administrative
sciences. A p rogram in
marketing involves non-credit
projects for companies such as
Singer Sewing Machine and
GM in which students are paid
for their work. Junior and
senior students are then eligible
for a three credit internship in
which they analyze their
projects.
A non-credit internship is
available to accounting majors
having at least a 3.0 GPA.
Seniors are paid for work in
accounting firms for a six week
period during December and
January. This is a non-credit
internship and students qualify
through recommendations and
interviews in the department.
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C am pus Police R eport

Nudist arrested
by Dave Yourish
Crimes around campus have varied from week
to week, and this week, crimes ranging from
theft to nudity head the list.
On Sept. 29, the Campus Police found a tv
monitor on the floor in the Mallory Hall
Lounge. The police do not know if it was
malicious damage, or4if someone was trying to
steal it. It is now at police headquarters and the
police are waiting for someone from the SG A to
pick it up.
An MSC police officer discovered a male with
a knife in his possession at the Joe Jackson
concert recently held in Panzer Gymnasium. The
police asked the male to leave the premises and
he was escorted out. No complaint was signed.
The Maintenance Building was broken into
on Sept. 26. The police believe the building was
used by juveniles for various reasons. Nothing
was stolen from the building.
Greg Golden reported to the police on Sept.
26, that his Volvo was broken into on Sept. 20.
He explained that his trunk was not fastened
correctly and his briefcase and flashlight were
stolen.
On Sept. 24, another report was filed by the
victim of a theft. The victim reported that she left
her pocketbook unattended by the bookstore
and when she returned her wallet was missing.
On Sept. 28, the police captured a nudist that
has been exhibiting around campus. “Mr.
Green,” as he was called, was first observed in
Webster Hall. He was wearing a red negligee,
which was see-through. The police were called
but when they arrived they could not locate the
suspect.
^oweyer, the next day the police were again

called in reference to a nudist running around.
This time the police, after numerous leads
obtained from different informants, located
“Mr. Green” and arrested him. Already his
capture has closed four cases of nudity and the
police expect to close a few more. The police are
asking that if anyone has seen “Mr. Green” to
call the m so that the rest of the cases can be
closed
Two fights were also reported to the police. In
one case four males were fighting in front of the
Student Center on Sept. 29. No complaint was
signed.
Also on Sept. 29, Ronald Coleman reported
that he was assaulted. He reported that someone
rang his doorbell, and asked him to step outside.
Coleman asked why and after a few minutes of
discussion asked the unknown person into his
apartment. Coleman and the suspect went inside
to his bedroom. The two started to fight. The
police report that they have recovered some
evidence that may identify the suspect.
Another problem that the police have been
more aware of lately is accidents. Since Jan. 1,
93 accidents have occurred at MSC. The police
feel that most of these could have been avoided if
those involved had paid attention to their
driving habits.
“People making left turns out of right hand
lanes” cause a great number of accidents,
according to Sgt. Charles Giblin. He further
explained that people who make these lane
changes in order to get into Parking Lot 9 cause
most of the problems. Two other areas of
concern are the stop sign at Webster and Carlisle
Roads at Lot 8, and the bottom of Lot 6 on
Carlisle Road.

Conservation lives
by Frank Kelly
An extremely high water level and a strong current made
the recently held white water rafting trip, sponsored by the
MSC's Conservation Club, a unique experience.
One goal of the club, besides running trips for interested
persons, is to get a recycling program started on campus.
Another goal is to be able to act as a listener and helper for
those who have environmental grievances. The club is also
against the use of nuclear energy.
Their meetings are held on Wednesdays at 4 pm in Room
200 of Life Hall.
This year the club is planning to have barrels to collect
recyc ables on each of the dorm floors as well as on the
campus itself. Aluminum cans .without a seam on the side,
and glass will be collected. The barrels will be emptied every
day or so depending on the need. The members are asking
MSC students to deposit recyclables in these barrels.

In memory of
The Music Preparatory
Division of MSC is establish
ing a scholarship for talented
string players in memory of 17year old C raig P ollack
Hampton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ulysses Hampton of East
Orange, who was killed on
Sept. 23.
Craig attended East Orange
High School and was a member
of the orchestra. He attended
th e M u sic P r e p a r a to r y
Division for the past three

years, was a member of the
String Scholarship Ensemble,
and last year was awarded a full
scholarship for the cello.
Persons desiring to make
contributions to the Craig
Pollack Hampton Scholarship
Fund should send donations
made out to the FacultyStudent Co-op (with a notation
for the Hampton Scholarship)
to Sheila McKenna, Music
Preparatory Division, Music
Dept., MSC, Upper Montclair,
NJ 07043.'“

CUBA - STUDY ABROAD,Jan. 2-21 with Profs. Barbeito and Acevedo - A historical and cultural tour of
Cuba. Approx, cost - $813.
FIELD TRIPS IN ART HISTORY, Jan 1-16 with Prof. Ellen Mohammed - Art of Eastern and Western Europe
will be studied in Russia, Poland and France. Approx, cost - $1195.
JAMAICA STUDY ABROAD, Jan. 2-17 with Prof. Mwangi Wa-Githumo - A study of the impact of PanAfricanism on African Nationalism. Approx, cost - $475.
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LITERARY ENGLAND, Jan. 1-14 with Prof. Janet Cutler - A specialized tour surveying London as a
major Western European cinema capital. Approx, cost $719.
MANAGEMENT WINTER RECREATION RESOURCES, Jan. 6-12 with Prof. Nolan in New Hampshire - A course
offering basic management concepts of operating selected outdoor recreation facilities.
Approx, cost - $80.
PERSONAL VALUES with Prof. Ed. Mills in Puerto Rico - Course designed to identify, clarify, develop
and strengthen values in the student's life. Approx, cost - $439.
THEATER ARTS, Jan 1-14 with Prof. Howard Travis - In-depth experience in the field of broadcasting
utilizing the facilities of the BBC and visits to selected British theaters. Approx.Cost $859.
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VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE IN SAN FRANCISCO, Jan, 3-17 with Prof. John Figola - A 15-day tour to the
beautiful city of San Francisco to study the Victorian Architecture. Approx, cost - $725.
FOR RESERVATIONS: Deposit $100 BEFORE October 18, 1979 in the Faculty Student
Co-op; or contact Dr. Curtis Jackson, C-306A, ext. 4431
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B using: a so lu tio n to parking
by R oss Sherm an
Is your car broken down?
Need a ride to school? Consider
the possibility of taking mass
transit—namely buses—to and
from school each day.
The Peer C ounselingInform ation and Referral
Service, located in the Drop-inCenter between the Student
Center and the Math/Science
Building, can provide students
with information concerning
bus schedules.
Responsible for helping
MSC students find means of
transportation to school is
Dawn Fried, a friendly young
lady who is the director of the
Drop-in Center.

Running every 15 to 17
minutes, the 60 or 61 Buses are
used most often in the morning
between 7:30 and 9 and in the
afternoon between 3 and 5.
Although the 66 Bus from
Montclair to NY is easily
accessible to MSC students, it
is an express bus which stops
only at Port Authority in NY.
If a student lives in North
Bergen, though the bus may
pass his home, he can only get
off in NY. From there, a person
must take a bus back to North
Bergen. According to Fried,
the 66 Bus runs every hour, 20
minutes before the hour. The
fare is $1.80 for a one-way

ticket.
Without an automobile,
getting to and from school can
be a complicated procedure.
According to Fried, even with
the availability of buses,
traveling to school is still a
frustrating experience for
some. Getting to school, Fried
said, can involve the use of
many buses for people who live
in certain areas.
Fried feels that coordinating
bus schedules and times is a
very involved and troublesome
duty for most people. Although
F rie d dri ves f r om her
L i v i n g s t o n h o m e , s he
appreciates the trouble she

At times a person will come
into the D ro p -in -C e n ter
wanting information on how to
get from a particular place to
Montclair. According to Fried,
if she can’t help the person
directly, she will call Transport
of NJ and find out where the
person c^uld pick up the bus
and any major stops in
between.

would have if she should ever
depend on taking buses to
MSC.
Fried feels that a possible
solution to the inconvenience
of commuting is consistent
interest in car pools at MSC.
According to Fried, with the
rising cost of gas, and the
winter approaching, car pools
would be excellent for students
who live near each other. Fried
feels that one problem will be
matching schedules. Not every
student has the same schedule.
Coordinating class schedules
can be troublesome.

This is the first article in a three
p a r t s e r ie s c o n c e r n in g
transportation available to the
MSC campus. The following
a rtic le s w ill deal w ith
transportation via trains, and
carpooling.

© 1979Ealon-Merz Laboratories, Inc.. Norwich, New York B815
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Birth control.
N ow it's as sim ple as this.

The buses most frequently
used by MSC students are the
numbers 60 and 61 bus routes
which go from Normal Avenue
o u ts id e th e cam p u s to
Bloomfield and Montclair
Centers, Verona, Caldwell, and
West Caldwell while the
number 66 is an express bus
from Montclair to New York.
Although students are able
to reach MSC from most
anywhere, getting to school by
bus for som e in volves
transferring from one bus to
another. Fried estimated that
she sees 20 to 30 people a week
who call or stop by asking for
information on the schedule of
the 60 or 61 Bus.
A student interested in
taking either the 60 or 61 Bus
must first take a bus from their
community to either Mont
clair, Bloomfield, or Newark
Center.
For instance, according to
Fried, if a student lives in
Belleville and depends on
taking a bus to school he must
catch the 82 Bus from Franklin
Avenue which will take him to
Bloomfield Center. From
there, the person must transfer
to the 60 o r-61 Bus which will
travel to MSC. The fare for a
one-way trip with a transfer is
65 cents or less one way.

At last, Encare.®
Neat, compact, no bigger than your
fingertip, Encare is fast becoming
the most tal ked about contraceptive
we have today.
Free from hormonal side effects,
Encare is available without a
prescription. And it might well be
the easiest method of birth control
you will ever use.

Simply simple.
You simply insert Encare with the
tip of your finger. There's no iffy
measuring, no tubes, noapplicators.
And no messy paraphernalia to

spermicide was found to be highly
effective.

clean up afterward. Each tiny insert
contains an exact, premeasured
amount of the clinically proven
spermicide, nonoxynol 9.

Simply safe.
And if you ask your gynecologist
about Encare, you'll be reassured to
hear that Encare cannot harm your
body the way the pill or IU D might.
Which means, you simply won't
be worried about those
complications.

Simply effective.
Very simply, Encare works by neutral
izing sperm. When used properly,
Encare melts and gently effervesces,
spreading within
your vagina for
protection against
pregnancy.
Even under very
rigorous testing
conditions, Encare's

For maximum protection, it is
essential that you read and follow
directions carefully and, if
indicated, consult your physician.
No birth control method is
guaranteed to prevent pregnancy.

Birth control,sim plified.
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Riding Club

Off and running
by Thomas Wittmann
“It’s like a high, muscles
moving in a powerful rhythm
controled at thrilling speeds.”
Ellen Krentz, president of the
Riding Club, recently
des cr i bed t he t hri l l of
h o r s e b a c k r i di ng whi l e
discussing the success of the
Riding Club.
The Riding Club is a Class
Two organization. It is the
^second most awarded and
honored organization or team
on the MSC campus.
The MSC Riding Club is
ranked fifth in the Eastern
Intercollegiate Division. For
the past two years the club has
participated in the Saint
Patrick’s Day Parade in NYC.
The most important aspect
of the club is that it gives
students the chance to ride
horses, without having to enter
competition.
The riders give credit for
their success to their coach
Jack Benson. He assists them in
their riding at Briarwood
Farms in Oldwick. The team
practices about once a week.
MSC’s rank as fifth in theiry
division is not an easy position
to maintain: They have to
compete with 38 other colleges
along the East Coast. They
^include West Point (USMA),

New York University (NYU),
and Pace University.
The Saint Patrick’s Day
Parade is one of two parades
that MSC participates in. The
club has also been invited to the
Columbus Day Parade.
The club is open to any
student, faculty member, or
alumnus. The smartly dressed
Krentz added that, “You do not
have to have any experience to
join the club.”
The competition is the
Eastern type of riding. The
riders are formally dressed in
their proper attire. This
includes a helmet, jacket, and
boots. The rider can be
qualified as either beginner or
advanced in four classes of
riding. The classes are the walktrot, cantor (controled run),
novice, and open. Only the
novice and open riders jump
over obstacles.
Krentz. said that she is trying
to form a Western riding
section of the club. This type of
riding is cowboy style. Anyone
may go to ride the trails for fun.
Krentz concluded that she is
l o o k i n g f o r w a r d to a
“ p r o m i s i n g y e a r , wi t h
experienced riders coming in.”
She added that anyone may
join the riding club to add to its
success.

PE chair a p p o in te d
by MaryAnn Pavlica
After serving 14 years as an
associate college professor, and
acting as vice president of the
Faculty Senate, Joan Schleede
has been appointed chairman
of the physical education
department at MSC.
The new c ha i r ma n is
currently coach of the women’s
varsity cross country team. Ten
years prior to that position, she
coached women’s track and
field. “I have enjoyed having
worked with several internat
ional competitors and one
Olympian.Gail Fitzgerald,” she
said.
Schleede played field hockey
most of her life. When women’s
field hockey was still an
intramural sport at the college,
she was coach for one year.
Presently she is the advisor
of the Riding Club, freshman
advisor in physical education,
and advisor of many physical
education major clubs.
Before Schleede came to
MSC, she spent ten years at
New York University (NYU)as
an associate professor. At NYU
she coached the women’s track
and field club.
During the 1950’s, Schleede
explained, there was no

intercollegiate competition for
women. However, while she
was at school, she did compete
on a field hockey and a lacrosse
team. “But it was done on a less
formal basis,” she said, adding
t hat sport s have gr own
tremendously although they do
not receive as much recognition
as they should.
As d e p a r t m e n t head,
Schleede has many responsibil
ities. She has proposed some
revisions to be made.
Schleede explained that the
physical education department
is teaching activities which she
and her staff of 22 hope will
carry over to the lifestyle of
people. “I am particularly
pleased that students are
interested in fitness and
health,” she said, explaining
that, “exercise and fitness are a
science.”
Schleede also conducts some
classes. She commented, “1 do
not want to become exclusively
an armchair chairman." She
teaches classes in “ Measure
ment and E v a l u a t i o n , ”
“ Principles and Practices of
Emergency Care,"and a course
in aquatics.
The department head noted
that MSC has always been a
leader in the state as well as in
the Eastern part of the country

and that the school has every
reason to believe its leadership
will continue.
Schleede concluded by
stating. “ MSC students are
o u t s t a n d i n g . The y ar e
extremely helpful and without
them, my job would be very
difficult.”

Student
directory
requests /
numbers
i*

Students who do not wish to
have their name, address and
telephone number printed in
th e u p c o m i n g St ude nt
Directory should contact the
SGA Office by Friday, Oct., 19.
The P u b l i c R e l a t i o n s
Committee, which is super
vising the printing of the bi
annual directory, suggests that
students either drop by the
SGA Office or call 893-4202.
Every registered student will be
included in the Student
Directory unless the Public
Re l a t i ons C o m m i t t e e is
notified.

W ANNA
M A K E A FAST BUCK?
Buy any four Mead products
marked “ Buck Back.” And Mead
will give you a buck back.
It’s just oneway Mead
helps you buck the system.

See details on specially marked “ Buck Back" products.

iTfeodP^oductS

Courthouse Plaza, Northeast, Da^^pn,‘p‘hio_4546d ' ¡f(’.
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In an effort to provide support for the A merican Cancer Society, A Ipha Kappa
Psi, national co-ed business fraternity, sponsored Balloon Day on Thurs., Oct.
4. The festivity was part of M SC Homecoming Week.

During halftime new members to the M SC Hall of Fame were
introduced to the crowd. The Hall o f Fame recognizes several alumni
who were great athletes during their college years.

a
c
t
l
o
n
A mong the many activities during Homecoming Week w
students of the many clubs and organizations, on campus,
left, member WMSO, talks with Nader Tavakoli, SGA Pi

í
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The M S C H omecoming Gam e was held at Giants
Stadium on Sat., Oct. 6 where the Indians m et the Seton
H all Pirates. M S C defeated their opponents, 2 7 - 8 .
During the week which led up to the game, the M S C
campus spirit was aroused by a num ber o f events.
H omecoming, once the m ost celebrated gam e o f the year, is
still an exciting part o f the season.

photos by Don Keenan and Dewey Bridges

relia (25-halfback), to help teammates while the MSC

a*:*
'

'.ek was SGA Day. The event was held to inform
ipus, and to recruit new members. Colleen Quinn,
rA President.

4,

Mike Horn (24-tailback), displayed enthusiasm as Chris McGrath (31-fullback), scored M SC ’s first
touchdown.
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B urn ed a g a in
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STILI C0M?LA\NIN' ABOUTaffi PRICK.?

At times it is hard to believe how expensive it is to be a
student at MSC.
You pay $10 to get hunting license for a parking space
when there’s none to be had. You pay an arm and a leg to
buy your lunch in the Student C enter cafeteria. You really
realize what a “rip o ff’ housing is when you live off campus
for a while. You get a real soaking when buying your books
and paper supplies in the bookstore. You pay for late
registration because of some foul up in the registration
process. And you just have to laugh when you see the prices
in the Candy Store....A nd the list can go on.
The problem that M SC students are now facing is the
Student Center Annex and Q uarry D evelopm ent Project.
The project was to construct an addition to the present
Student Center, parking spaces, and a complex of
recreational fields and facilities in the Q uarry, and is
currently more than $3 million over budget.
At this rate, we’ll be lucky if we get half of what was
promised us when the original proposal was passed in May,
1978.
The reason for the deficit? W hen the bids came in last
Thursday for construction, they were approxim ately $2.5
million more than what the architects had projected. In
addition, if you rem em ber when we reported to you in
Septem ber, the indoor locker and recreational facility had
to be cut from the project last sum m er for lack of money.
It now looks like even more will be cut from the project.
Students are now paying higher Student Building Fees to
finance this project. By next fall a full-time student will be
forking over $56.40 per semester to pay for the present
Student C enter and the developm ent project, and now we
will not get what we were promised.
Som ething must be done about this before M SC students
are -again ripped off in grand style. Perhaps the entire
project will require revisions. The architects are currently
reevaluating the reasons for the high bids—it is not known
at this time what their next suggestions will be.
If m ajor cuts are now on the draw ing boards, student
protests may be necessary before $9.1 million of our money
is wasted.
In the Spring of 1978, the M ontclarion made countless
pleas to obtain student opinion on the project. We received
alm ost no response. We hope that the same thing will not
happen again.
There may be many of you now com plaining that our
money was spent for astroturfing Sprague Field. That cost
$650,000. If you let another $8 million be spent without
voicing your opinion, then you have nothing to complain
about.
D on’t let yourselves be ripped off again.

m\THEY'LL BE WANTIN ‘
TOE BARRELS...

S tu d en ts S p eak

We vote aye
by Rich Zweibel and Dirk Bender
Are you a registered voter? Why or why not?

“Yes. I intend to vote in the upcoming
elections. I think a lot of people my age take an
apathetic attitude voting, but then it
seems they’re the first to
complain when someting goes
wrong.”

“No, but I most likely intend to register to
vote. I’m just starting to get
interested in politics."

F or those of you w ho are sick of paying the prices in the
Student Center cafeteria—lets do som ething about it!
The latest from the cafeteria is that D annon fruited
yogurt costs a whopping 80c, far above the average of 45 to
50c in the superm arket. In order for us to pinpoint the
exact prices in the cafeteria that are causing the most
inconvenience to the students, let us know what you think.
Come up to the M ontclarion office on the fourth floor of the
Student Center and we’ll see what we can do.

Sue Harris
computer science/ ¡98!

business administration/1983 ■

“No. I never got down to register, but I intend
to register soon. I will
participate in the upcoming
elections.”
Joe Percevecz
distributive education/ 1982

“Yes. I think it’s important to vote, and every
voted counts. If most people
felt it wasnt’ important to vote,
the election results would be
greatly affected.
Peter Feinstein I
political science/1983

Voi.52 No.6
“No, because I changed my address recently,
and I haven’t re-registered yet. I
intend to vote in the 1980
Presidential Election."

Lisa Burkhart
Jean Branna
Meryl Yourish

The Montclarion is published weekly except during examination, summer, and winter
periods, in part by funds received from the Student Government Association of Montclair
State College. Upper Montclair. NJ 07043. Advertising rates are available upon request at
our .office; ip ,tf)e ¿SjudpnL
Telephone;/20 L) 893-5 ty9/)f 8<i3r5^30> |, , ' / * f i i
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“Yes, l am. I think it’s important to vote. I
don’t think enough people
vote."

Elias Ocasio

M O N T C L A R IO N
E d ito r-in -C h ie f
M anaging E d ito r
E d ito ria l Page E ditor

Karen Maneri
biology/1981

Anthony Todaro
industrial education! 1980

What a np r
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“I’ve been registered for three years, but I
haven’t voted yet. I really have trouble making
decisions on which political
parties I favor."

......................... —
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Gary Schatel
marketing/1980
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C atholic C ritiques

The visit was lovely but...
by Bob Van D erhoff
The visit of Pope John Paul II will long be remembered by Catholics and nonCatholics alike. John Paul has touched the hearts of millions and moved them by
his love and warmth, but will the people follow him as the leader of the Catholic
Church?
While visiting in New York, he addressed the United Nations and called for
disarmament and peace. He reminded the world leaders that they not only
represent nations, “but what you represent above all are individual human beings."
He then quoted his predecessor, Pope Paul VI, saying, “No more war. War never
again. Never one against the other or ever one above the other, but always in every
occasion, with each other.” Later that day the national leaders lined up to greet the
Pope personally. Words of praise flowed freely.
The Pope went to Harlem and brought joy, and a message of joy, “Joy is the
motif of the Christian faith.” It was like a breath of fresh air to people whose lives
know very little joy. The people loved him.
Everywhere he went, his love was seen. He has a special ability to express and
communicate his love for humankind, and for individuals as well. He has reached
out and touched the hearts of millions in this country.
He talked to young people about love and responsibility, “You are approaching
the age when you must take personal responsibility for your own destiny...only in
Christ do we find real love and the fullness of life.” The young people loved him and
responded with love and songs and shouts of joy.
But his expressions of love were not limited to Catholics or even Christians; they
extended to all people. In his UN speech, Pope John Paul II said, “I wish above all
to send my greetings to all the men and women living on this planet, to every man
and every woman without any exception whatever.” Then in a moving talk in
Battery Park, the Pope greeted the Jewish people and spoke of their relationship.

“Our two communities are closely related at the very root of their respective
religious identities” and “The path along which we should proceed is one of
fraternal dialogue and fruitful collaboration."
As he left New York, he again called for people to love one another and to be
sensitive to the needs of one another. All the people loved this man, John Paul.
But as he traveled around this country, some people began to ask if he was
insensitive to large groups of Catholics as he spoke out against priests leaving the
priesthood, against women as priests, against divorce, against birth control, against
pre-marital sex, against homosexuality. The Pope then called for an end of
discussion on these questions. How would the people respond?
Even before the Pope left this country, he was challenged by some of the women
in the church. In greeting the Pope last Sunday, Sister Theresa Kane said, “I urge
you. Your Holiness, to be open to and respond to the voices coming from the
women of this country who are desirous of serving in and through the church as
fully participating members.” While the Pope addressed the assembly of sisters, 50
sisters wore blue arm bands and stood in silent protest. Outside, a small group
demonstrated with signs which read, “Sexism Is a Sin: Repent!”
Priests are still leaving the priesthood, and Catholics practice divorce and birth
control in about the same numbers as the rest of the population in this country. Pre
marital sex is just as common among Catholics as any other group, and within the
Church are groups for gay Catholics.
There is no doubt that Americans love this man, the people’s Pope. They love his
energy, his caring, and his message of peace, joy, and love. But will these same
people change their personal lives to elect the strict moral code which he has given
us? Will they give up their struggle for change in the Catholic Church? I think not.
Bob Van Derhoff is a full-time Campus Minister at the Newman House at MSC.

G u e st S pot

A misunderstanding cleared up
by Lori Scutti
Having had a fortunate interview
with Joe Jackson, spending hours
accurately deciphering our conversa
tion on tape, reviewing the show and
expending six hours of my too little time
to write what I had expected would be
my best piece of work, I was justifiably
humiliated when I opened to the slash
marks where every directly quoted
four-letter word had been. On the
surface this may look and lead to the
question of censorship. The policy in
questi on, . however, is one of
consistency.
The comedian who lacks humor
resorts to slapstick. The candidate
desperate for votes resorts to cheating.
The actress who cannot act resorts to
pornography. The writer who lacks
imagination with the language resorts
to profanity. Writers who utilize such a

psychologically cheap method of
attention do not possess much faith in
their expertise with words.
As an original writer, I never lose
sight of my standards for journalism.
My articles gain attention through
content, not through shocking the
reader with usage of four-letter words.
When I directly quote someone else’s
words, however, one question arises
regarding my decision concerning
whether or not to retain them in context
or to paraphrase the quote—Does the
publication advocate such starkly
honest reporting?
Picking up certain back issues of the
Montclarion. four-letter and swear
words can be found not in someone
else’s quote, but penned by the writers
them selves. This, whet her the
publication will own up to it or not,
testifies to the appr oval and

propagation of such journalistic
practices.
Being careful not to misquote a
c e l e b r i t y ( a n d a s s u m i n g t he
Montclarion freely printed any word
based on the precendent set in other
copies), I decided to write Jackson’s
words as I had heard them on the tape.
Reiterating the problem once again:
The issue is not one of censorship, but of
consistency. One copy has slash marks
(a very unprofessional method of
editing, I might add) and another issue
contains untouched swear words. The
slash marks were uncalled for both in
the light of the standard that had been
previously set and the level of
professionalism this writer had assumed
the Montclarion upheld. If I had had
knowledge of such arbitrary activity
beforehand, my sentence would have
been paraphrased accordingly. My

deepest apologies to A & M Records
and Joe Jackson for this disgraceful
presentation.
Editor's note:
The question o f profanity in print has
never had as much discussion and
controversy in the Montclarion office
as it has had in the past nine months. It
has always been assumed that profanity
was unprofessional journalism. As
such, no strict policy ever had to be laid
down.
We regret any embarrassment that
the article may have caused, and have
since established guidelines to prevent
this problem from reoccurring.
Several apologies have already been
extended to this writer; clearer
communications between writers and
their editors solve a myriad o f problems
before they start.___________
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To the editor:
I would like to complain about the
intolerable situation of the lack of
ventilation and air conditioning in
Sprague Library. For several days now,
in spite of the warm, humid weather, the
blowers which circulate air through the
building have not been working and
there has been no air conditioning,
either.
Frequent calls from the library to the
maintenance department have brought
responses such as: “The system is
broken," “We are changing the filters,”
“There is no one here after 3 pm who
knows the machinery," and the most
discouraging answer of all “There is a

budget crunch and we are saving money
by not using the blowers or air
conditioning.”
The library is a large building with
sealed windows and with no circulating
air of any sort it is almost impossible to
study or work here. Students complain
frequently of drowsiness, headaches,
nausea, and sore throats, and many
library staff members have been out ill.
Unfortunately, it seems that the only
solution to the problem will be the
cooler fall weather which will eventually
lower the temperature in the library.
Patricia Sanders
Coordinator o f Reference Services
Sprague Library
..................
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Greenhouse lives and grows
by Ross Sherm an
Biology students and avid
botanists at MSC have a
valuable tool for their studies: a
greenhouse on the roof of
Finley Hall.
Since its beginning close to
10 years ago, the MSC
greenhouse has served several
important purposes.
The responsibility of caring
for the greenhouse rests
squarely on the shoulders of
S. Marie Kuhnen. a biology
instructor at MSC. Assisting
the friendly, gray-haired
Kuhnen are Leslie Buntzen and
Joe Barbieri biology majors.
Nourishing the plants and
keeping the work area orderly
are just part of the extensive
work which goes into caring for
a greenhouse.
The campus greenhouse
serves ma n y i m p o r t a n t

purposes, especially as a
reference tool for teaching and
in the reasearch of insect
control.
Three rooms comprise the
greenhouse- the potting room,
the tropical hokuse and the
cacti and suculine house- each
with its own temperature and
humidity controls.
Kuhnen and her assistants
receive no financial aid from
the department for the up-keep
of the greenhouse. Through an
annual plant sale, they raise the
f unds necessary for the
maintenance of the plant area.
In caring for the greenhouse,
Kuhnen and her assistants
sacrifice mush of their free time
to water the plants, change soil,
clean the pots, and keep the
work area orderly. These duties
occupy many hours after
school, weekends, and even
holidays.

Accor di ng to Kuhnen,
instructors of the botany and
plant kingdom courses have
found the greenhouse to be an
instrumental teaching tool.
Since there is a wide variety of
plants on display, classes are
p e r m i t t e d to vi ew t he
greenhouse. When the plant
physiology course is offered in
the summer session, the class
also has the use of the
greenhouse.
When approachi ng the
greenhouse, which resembles a
stroll throught the Addams’
hokusehokld, the first room
entered is the potting room. In
this room, the pots are cleaned
and stored. Since various
materials are kept within the
potting room, neatness is
essential.
In order to maintain the
tropical plants of the second
house, Kuhnen sets the

S. Marie Kuhnen, MSC biology instructor and director of the
campus greenhouse, admires the products of her effort with one of
her students.------------------------the cacti and suculine variety ot
temperature and humidity at a
plants. Fortunately no man
higher level to match the
e
aters were encount ered.
conditions of the hot, humid
Although Kuhnen and her
areas in which these plants
assistants
receive no financial
flourish.
aid
from
the
department, they
Within the third house are
are able to maintain the
greenhouse by running a plant
sale once a year. At times a
second sale is necessary when
there are an overabundance of
plants in the greenhouse.
According to Kuhnen, the
g r e e n h o u s e has pr oven
it easier for them to plan career
as graduate school catalogs.
valuable in the area of research.
for people. The counselors
objectives witht he students.
Since insects are a problem
The monthly newsletter
teach people how to present
The career library helps
with all house plants, there is
notifies students of available
themselves so that they may
familiarize students with the
much interest in insect control.
jobs. It also describes new
find work. The counselors
possibilities open to them. The
Kuhnen and her assistants also
trends in the job market.
prepare students for this task
library includes resources such
e x p e r i m e n t wi t h p l a n t
The center does not get jobs
by teaching them how to write a
propagation, which is finding
resume and how to handle an
the best possible way to make
interview. After the students
cuttings so that the plant will
learn the preliminaries the
grow back stronger.
center critiques the original
Al t hough there is no
resumes and redoes them. Also,
organized information service,
alumni will often act as
people call Kuhnen asking
advisors.
advice on how to care for their
Many of the available full
plants.
time positions are with very
While a plant is basically an
prestigious companies. “We are
independent sort of fellow who
the only school to get all eight
doesn’t even need a partner to
accounting firm s,” Haney
reproduce, everyone needs a
commented.
little tender loving care. This
Haney’s office, with its
care is provided in spades by
brightly painted walls, was full
Kuhnen and her assistants.
This staff person at the Career Services office, located in Life Halt, is of books and catalogs that are
“The moment 1 enter the
more than willing to help ambitious students pursue their career good references for interested
greenhouse,
I feel like I’m
students.
interests.
entering another world. Any
Although the center is welltension or anxiety I may have is
used, she said, “All of the
forgotten as soon as I begin
students don’t know about us.”
working with the plants.
The best advice that Haney
Gardening is a wonderful
could give is to plan ahead.
r e l a x e r , ” the seemi ngl y
Seniors should not walk into
complacent Kuhnen said.
the center two months before
Problems with vandalism
graduation and expect the
prevent the greenhouse from
counselors
to
help
them
find
a
Competing in their first tournament of the year, the MSC
being open at all hours to the
job.
Forensic Team finished second out of 15 schools. The twostudent population. “Anyone
A
seminar
will
be
held
on
day tournament, hosted last weekend by Rutgers
with a green thumb will tell you
Thurs., Oct. 4, to familiarize
University, was the first scheduled competition of the year.
that after fussing with plants
students with all the possible
MSC’s seven member team finished ahead of such schools
careers in the humanities.
for any length of time and
as St. Joseph’s College of Phil adelphia, Southern
Besides helping students
watching them grow, you feel
Connecticut State Colbge, Old Dominion University, and
plan for a career, the center
an attachment much like one a
Rutgers.
aides in finding part-time and
pet owner feels towards his
The team took nine trophies in all, including individual
summer work. “We have jobs
animal, Kuhnen said. She
awards for Bernadette Policastro, third place in prose
added, “an open greenhouse
available in anything from
interpretation; Andy Siegeltuch, third place in improptu
would result in the swithching
baby-sitting
to
lawn
cutting,”
speaking; Donna Recchione and Donna Colantuoni
of labels and the destruction of
Haney
said.
finished fifth in improvisational acting pairs, while the
plants, which would not be in
When
asked
what
the
record
acting pair of Colantuoni and Jeff Weiser took first place.
our best interests.”
was
for
seniors
getting
jobs
and
Dave Anderson took third place in after dinner (or
Under the direction of Leslie
keeping
them,
Haney
said
that
humorous) speaking, second place in impromptu, and first
Buntzen, the greenhouse will be
a
survey
was
taken
a
few
years
place in extemporaneous speaking. In addition, Anderson
ago and it found that only open on Tuesday afternoons at
finished fifth in the pentathlon competition, as overall
three. All students are urged to
seven percent were unemspeaker at the tournament.
,
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L ookin g for a career?
by Regina M acioci
The Career Service Center,
located on the first floor of Life
Hall, helps MSC students
prepare themselves for jobhunting free of charge.
The center serves about 700
students per week. Graduates,
undergraduates and alumni are
welcome.
Its benefits include career
counseling, a career library,
and a monthly newsletter.
Working with Tricia Hane^,
Career Services director, are
two assistant directors who
teach the students how to plan
for a rewarding career. The
counselors keep in close
contact with most of the
registered people which makes

'‘R ita’ to be
performed
“ Rita” a one-act opera by
Gaetano Donizetti, will be
performed in English at Passaic
County College.
The performance will take
place on Sat., Oct. 13, in the
College’s theater, located at
Memorial Drive and Ellison
Street.
The program begins at 8 pm
with an orchestra from NY
performing George Bizet’s
“Symphony in C” under the
direction of Paul Dunkel.
General admission is three
dollars per person. Seating is
on a first-come, first-serve
basis.
F o r i n f o r m a t i o n and
reservations, call 279-5000.

How well
can you speak?

I
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Making the most out of life
bv Gail Nelson
by

A— J

Glenn Tynan is a totally
per f ect col l ege s t u d e n t .
Fortunately, he’s still likable.
“I wouldn’t do it,” Tynan
said, “if I didn’t enjoy it.”

residence hall policy. It is
rather unusual for a person to
get this job in his junior year,
especially if he has never been
an RA.
Tynan is also the president of

during the
thespring
springsemester
semesterofof
during
his freshman year. After he
changed his major he remained
in the frat, and was elected
president last year. “It’s not just
social,” he explained. “There is
a real fraternal spirit. I couldn’t
see the point in quitting.”

The muscular 21-year-old
left the music department
because he felt he wasn’t the
performer type. “You have to
be the best. I’m more into
playing in a band with 50 other
guys. I didn’t feel that there was
a future in music,” he said.

Resident
Resident Hall
Hall Federation
Federation
(RHF) during his sophomore
year. He held the position of
treasurer of MAOC and is a
member of the Accounting
Club, and the Housing Policy
Advisory Committee.
He also belonged to Abajo
House Council his freshman
year, was a group facilitator for
Summer Life Workshops, and
was a member of the music
department’s Student Advisory
Committee.

Tynan is still very involved
with music. He plays in two
stage bands,
The Jazz
Machint and Power. He
also plays in his fraternity
band. Tynan’s speciality is the
trumpet. In addition, he plays
three other brass instruments
and the piano.
Although he keeps himself busy with many different activities,
Glenn Tynan, an RA at Freeman Hall, takes some time out o f his
busy schedule to catch up with his studies.
Tynan has been assistant
director of Freeman Hall for
the past two years. His duties
include supervision of the
resident assistants (RA) and
the desk staff, and formulation
and i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of

the music fraternity although
the curlyhaired senior is not a
music major. He switched to
business administration after
his freshman year.
Tynan pledged the fraterni
ty, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,

Poetry
by Lori Sloan
Dorothy Rudy’s hatred of
ma t h may have hel ped
influence her to write poetry.
The assistant English professor
at MSC says she began writing
free verse at the age of nine,
“which is standard.” Whenever
she didn’t want to take a math
test in school, she“went to the
principal’s office and wrote him
a poem.”
Rudy was scheduled to
appear last week at the Clifton
Day Care Center for the
Elderly, located at the
Daughters of Miriam Center.
She was recently seen at the
Bergenfield Public Library,
where she read a selection of
her poetry while her daughter
played the flute. As chairman
of PEN Women, she will also
be in NY on Oct. 20 for poetry
day.
Although she has written a
few rhymes, most of Rudy’s
poems are written in free verse.
The subject of the tall, willowy
professor’s poetry is most often
“ nat ur e, but always in
connection with people, as a
rule, also people I know, and
occasionally ecology.” She has
also written a few “feminist
poems,” characterized by such
lines as “...my soul, a radiant
butterfly pinned in dust, by
centuries of men’s assurance of

His taste in performers
reflects his preference for jazz.
“ My favorite performers are
Maynard Ferguson, Chicago,
and Billy Joel.” These groups
all place a heavy emphasis on
brass instruments.

“Sometimes my schedule is a
bit inconvenient,” admitted
Tynan, dressed in the latest
MSC uniform (a green “I
Sprung for Sprague Astroturf’
T-shirt). Relaxed and easy to
talk to, the unaffected Tynan
does not appear to be showing
the strain although he also
holds a job working with a
CPA. His goal is to become a
public accountant.
Tynan, wearing gym shorts,
said that he uses his occasional

m

If you are a Zionist, you con hove fun'
and m oke m oney at the som e time.
yo u n

The energetic Tynan has
been involved in many other
projects in his four years at
MSC. He was president of the

spare moments to jog and play
tennis and r acketball.
However, just before being
interviewed he was using his
spare-time to vacuum his rug.
One of the Hazlet native’s
interests is tapestry. One wall in
his apartment is covered with a
large scene of dogs playing
poker around a table. Another
prominent feature in his
apartment in Freeman Hall is a
well-stocked liquor cabinet.
In between meetings, Tynan
occasi onal l y manages to
attend classes. He has made the
Dean’s List every semester at
MSC. What is the magic secret
for his success? According to
Tynan, “I organize my time
well. That’s what has allowed
me to get everything done.”
Tynan admits that he feels
scared about leaving college.
“After 16 years of school, I
think everyone is. 1wish I could
come back next year and live
here and not take any classes."

T

j u iW
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YOUTH GROUP LEADER!
For Information Coll:
Yoel Bar-gil (office) 201 -494-0200
(hom e) 201 -247-3812 |

isher language
what we are not...”
The Tenafly resident has
published three volumes of
poetry, and she feels that her
latest, Grace Notes to the
Measure of the Heart,
has
been the best in that the poems
have been illustrated. She feels
that “ Illustration can give a
poem a new dimension.” The
pictures, except for the one on
the cover, were drawn by
Rudy’s daughters. Dee Dee and
Willa. “I didn’t think the
editors would accept them, but
they did,” Rudy said. The cover
is decorated with notes,
although the professor admits
“They are not grace notes.”
Rudy, whose somewhat
cluttered office is decorated
with pictures of her daughters,
has had publications in 35
magazines. She has written a
few short stories, one of which
has been published. She also
writes book reviews, and her
hobbies include horseback
riding, piano, theater, and
travel.
The poet-professor has quite
a few honors to her credit.
Besides being the chairman of
PEN Women and a member of
the NY Poetry Forum, she was
a judge for the McEntee
Memorial Award Contest.
Rudy is also listed in Who’s
Who of American Women,

Who’s Who in the East, and in
a number of biographical
dictionaries.
The graduate of Queens
Co l l e g e a n d C o l u m b i a
University offers some advice
for future poets: “Read a lotcontemporary poetry as well as
the standbys. Don’t be afraid
you’ll corrupt your style by
reading other people.”
The assistant professor
believes “it is beneficial
to
belong to a local poetry group
and to listen to criticism, but
don’t take it too seriously.” She
urges future poets to take
advantage of the Quarterly, the
campus magazine, and she
stressed the importance of not
giving up if a poem is rejected.
“You have to keep plugging
away at it,” she advised.
✓ --------------------------------------- >

A pplications
available
The National Social Science
Ho n o r Soc i et y is now
accepting applications for
membership.
Requirements:
Minimum of 20 credits in any
of the social sciences. You must
have at least a 3.2 average in the
social sciences...Applications
available in rm. 106 or 206
Ru&s Hall deadline Nov. 5.

then the world$ going
tt happened to secretaries firs t Then lawyers, bookkeepers, waitresses,
cabbies, housewives, and businessmen succumbed to the beauty of our
Pilot Razor Point and Flneltner pens.
Some people felt it was sick to get so emotionally involved with our
pens. But is it realty so crazy to love a Pilot Razor Point pen that w rites with
a sharp smooth line and costs a mere 79C? Is it nuts to flip over its unique
little metal collar that sm artly helps to keep its point from going squish?
if it is crazy, it‘s going to surprise a whole lot of people. In fact, we
understand that Pilot Razor Point even has what it takes to score extra
points with football players.
It also comes to our attention that many
coaches are fans of the Pilot Finelinef.
Along with ail the other Razor
Point features, the 69C
Pilot Rneliner has
the strength and
drive to go through carbons,
it's hard to resist a pen
that holds the line like a P i l o t . . f j p 0 | f i Q I B C lk B I p O H S

PILOT

More than just something ta witte with,
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Stoppard’s anim al ju stice at work
by Carol Cuneo
D O G G S H A M LET. C A H O O T S
M A C B E T H by Tom Stoppard.
Directed by Ed Berman. Designed by
Norman Coates. Lighting by Howard
Eaton. The Company: John Challis,
Alison Frazer. Ben Gotlieb, Peter
Grayer. Davis Hall, Louis Haslar,
Ruth Hunt, Stephen D. Newman. John
Straub, Alan Thompson, Sarah
Venable, and Peter Woodthorpe.

“Useless Twit,” indeed. The
British American Repertory
Company’s (BARC) presenta
tion of Tom Stoppard’s Dogg's
Hamlet, Cahoot’s Macbeth,
does not have them barking up
the wrong tree. The language
that the actors speak in may
lead one to believe that they
are. The language, Dogg, is one
in which “useless twit" is a
greeting and not the suggested
insult (just try that one on your
professor).
The play is by and about
language, using as a vehicle,
two kings of l anguage,
hakespeare and Wittgenstein,
yes, the odd coupl e) ,
hakespeare's involvement is
obvi ous, from the title;
Wittgenstein’s is obvious after
reading the playbill and sitting
through the opening of the
play. Just so yoar head isn’t
spinning, here is a stab at
Wittgenstein’s “ Philosophical
Investigation.” This idea deals
with the possible interpreta
tions that may be made when

S

one 'observes language and
actions together. The example
given is that of a man being
tossed a plank every time that
he yells “plank;” a slab every
time that he yells “slab,”
“block," a block and “cube” a
cube. The words uttered can be
actual descriptions of the
objects being tossed or it may
be that the objects are set up in
a prescribed order and that the
words actually mean:
plank=ready, slab=O.K., block=
next and cube-thank you.
The first of the plays takes
place in a prep school where the
boys have names like Able,
Baker, and Charlie, with their
schoolmaster. Prof. Dogg. The
boys are speaking in Dogg and
one is honestly left speechless.
You are not at any time left in
the dark about what is being
said because the actions
accompany the verbiage.
But where (you might ask)
does Hamlet fit into the scheme
of things? The boys are
studying Hamlet of Denmark,
yette William Shakespeare is a
foreign language to them. They
haltingly practice their lines
over lunch and Charlie (Davis
Hall) is in a long gown; he later
plays a lovely Ophelia. The
performance by the school
boys is prefaced by two things.
The first is with the arrival of
Buxton’s Theatrical props. The
propsman, Easy, played by a
wonderfully bewildered John

Tennessee Ascending

Troy Eric West and Deanna Brown.
Orpheus Descending by Tennessee Williams will be the opening
production of the 79-80 season in the Major Theater Series at
MSC.
The play will open in MemcrialAuditorium Oct. 17 and play
through Oct. 20, and curtain time will be 8:30 pm, with a matinee
on Fri., Oct. 19 at 2:15. Forticket information, call(201) 746-9120
between 10 am, and 5 pm, after Oct. 8.
This powerful drama, to be directed by Dr. Ramon Delgado,
professor of theater at Montclair State College, will be the
college’s entry in the American College Theater Festival. This
annual contest is held at both the regional and national levels to
recognize outstanding theater on college campuses throughout
the country. Judges will view a performance of Orpheus
Descending and determine its eligibility for entry into the regional
festival.
Finishing up the semester will be the MTS production of Carl
Reiner’s Enter Laughing. Auditions for Enter Laughing will be
held in the Studio Theatre on Oct. 11, 5-8:30 pm, Oct. 12, at 6-9
pm, and Oct. 13, 10-noon, and are open to all students.

Peter Woodthorpe and Stephen D. Newman appearing in Dogg’s
Hamlet, Cahoot’s Macbeth, currently at the 22 Steps Theatre.
Challis, comes into the scene
which results in a three minute
and doesn’t quite know what is
version of the play which has
going on. When he greets the
just been seen.
headmaster with a proper
The second play opens in
English “Afternoon squire,” he
what seems to be a more serious
is almost punched in the face
and heavy manner. On a dark
for such an insult. He goes
stage one hears, in English, the
through his own, plank, slab,
three witches boiling out their
cube scene and represents us up
speech. When the stage
there in the stage, trying to sort
lightens, Macbeth and Banquo
things out. He struggles
are standing in this apartment,
through setting things up and
which we are told is in some
seems to disappear, until later.
communist-type-intolerant-to
The presentation of Hamlet
the-arts-type country. It is an
is outrageous to which one can
absurd situation, and the
only shout “marmalade!” and
S h a k e s p e a r e is b e i n g
clap for joy. It is a fifteen
performed magnificently, until
minute version of one of
they, thinking that they hear
Shakespeare’s heaviest tra
Duncan knocking at the door,
gedies, a student's dream and a
a re i n t e r r u p t e d by t he
professor’s nightmare. The
inspector.This is in a sharp
language is pared down to a
contrast to the first play.
minimum, and it’s a tightknit
Stoppard wrote this play
slapstick scene, where the
with the Czech playwright
strength of the company shows.
Pavel Kohout in mind. It is
The play is treated with
c o m f o r t i n g to see one
affectionate irreverence which
playwright concerned enough
is magnified when they call
with the threat to the art
themselves out for an encore.
coming to it s defense through

X

X

the play. The inspector,
reflecting the government’s
insensitive economic powers
says: “Words can be your
friends or enemies depending
upon who’s throwing the
book.” In this. Cahoot's
Macbeth, one understands the
tongue in which things are
being spoken, but nothing is as
it appears to be. Actors and
audience members in this
apartment are actually street
cleaners, waitresses, and a few
white c o ll a r wo rk er s.
Shakespeare is not a popular
choice with the government as
it is too strong a means of
freedom of expression.
Stoppard cannot lean too
heavily on us, as this isn’t a
purely political play. While
awaiting Banquo’s arrival.
Easy, the pr ops ma n, is
standing in his place at the
window when asked what is
going on, he starts speaking in,
you guessed it, Dogg. By this
time this language is making
more sense to us and English is
a foreign tongue. No one
understands him until Cahoot,
who was just barking at the
inspector, Dogg s back to Easy.
The entire cast, beginning to
understand what is being said,
starts speaking in Dogg. The
inspector, thinking of arresting
all on the premise of speaking
out against the gov’t, starts to
tape the play, which is now
being performed in Dogg. Tht
near slapstick absurdity of the
first play is again approached
as Macbeth turns out his
“Tomorrow, tomorrow and
tomorrow” speech in clearly
eloquent jargon.
The arts are successful as the
language is tossed about in airy
words, words, words. Stoppard
knows and shows us that the
play is the thing. If it all sounds
confusing, well, that’s because
it is, but it is such a delightful
confusion that causes one to
think and toy with both the
dark and light side of the plays.
The Company is a solid one
whose energy moves the
linguistic mountains. Dogg’s
Hamlet, Cahoot's Macbeth js
running until Oct. 28. And 1
think that I’d recomrmnd seeing
it. Cube, twit.

Subject areas include: Math,
Sociology, Political Science, Business
Administration and Education, Life
Sciences, and Economics.

Salary-$2.90 an hour
L.

For more information contact:
Gerri Barlow-The EOF Office College Hall 106
-XK------ VK~
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an wakes up What do I hear for a
by Bob Frain
10. Directed and written by Blake
Edwards. Produced by Edwards and
Tony Adams. Starring Dudley Moore.
Julie Andrews, and Bo Derek. An
Orion Picture.

Bob Dylan braces himself for this review.

by Chris Mack
Bob Dylan
Slow Train Coming
Columbia FC-36120
What can one say? It’s been a
long and strange journey for
Robert Allen Zimmerman
through protests, controver
sies, drugs, myths, and most
significant of all, a cult figure
who once had a Messianic
following. So where is he at
now? After a pretty bland
American tour last year,
rumours began to circulate that
Dylan chose to put aside
everything he had lived and
stood for and become a bornagain Christian, and that his
next album would be devoted
to his newly found faith. Just
by reading the song titles on the
back cover, one can see that
those rumours became reality.
You may ask yourself, “Is
Mr. Dylan copping out? Has he
become a ‘straight?’ Is he
heading towards the right,
politically?” A close study of
the album’s lyrics indicate
otherwise, but instead of the
dynamic rabble rousings he
formerly engaged in, we hear
songs of moral reform and antiworldiness (the world system,
that is). Dylan lets the listener
know right away that you
“Gotta Serve Somebody.” The
music in this album is primarily
a bluesy gospel-rock sound,
sometimes heavy, sometimes
relaxed, but always with life
and mind provoking lyricstatements.
Unfortunately, Dylan’s voice
is not born-again, but that
peculi ar raspiness h asn ’t
afflicted him before, and it
doesn’t hinder him here either.
Dylan tells us he’s “Gonna
Change My Way Of Thinking,”
and he almost demandingly
asks “When You Gonna Wake

Up?” The latter is the most
powerful song on this album.
This record is the beginning
of a new direction for Bob
Dylan. It may take some
hindsight in the future to get
the proper perspective. It will
be interesting to see what affect
this will have on his audiences,
and there are still some
questions to be answered.
There is one thing that’s
certain—he will do more of this
type of material in his future
albums.

Blake Edward’s latest film,
10, balances precariously from
being a totally entertaining
slapstick farce to a warm
una mus ing and boring
melodrama. Fortunately the
film never takes the plunge for
either extreme, but instead
gives the audience a taste of
both, leaving you hungry for
some balance in the script.
Dudley Moore, who plays
G e o r g e W e b e r , s i ngl e handedly saves this movie from
disaster. Weber is a 42-year-old
songwriter who is getting a bit
tired of the affair he has been
having for a number of years
with Sam, played by Julie
Andrews. He is also a bit tired
of being a 42 year-old.
He has a telescope placed
perfectly in his Beverly Hills
backyard so he can watch the
orgasmic escapades of his
young next door neighbor. Not
being able to engage in these
events only furthers his
resentment of his “old age?

Derek), and her husband are
honeymooning. After much
fantasizing George actually
finds himself in Jenny’s hotel
room where she is thanking
him for saving her husband’s
life. Her unique way of showing
her appreciation is to ask
George to sleep with her.
During the night he realizes
that Jenny is not the pure
innocent beauty he thought she
was but rat her a very
experienced woman who, as
she put it, “always wanted to
have an older man.” Dejected,
but somewhat grateful, George
packs up and heads for home
where he knows he will be
happy with Sam.
Edwards provides us with
some side-splitting humor,
including a scene at the parish
rectory in which Jenny was
married. Weber goes there to

Then one day he sees a
beautiful young bride on her
way to her wedding. He is
shocked by her beauty and
positive that when she sees him
she will be just as overcome.
Weber flies off to LasHadas, Mexico, where the new
bride, Jenny (played by Bo
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BEER & LADIES NITE
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EXCITER
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SHAYDS
Every Thurs.
100% Proof Southern Rock
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Tribute to Lynyrd Skynyrd
' Coming Fri. & Sat. Nov.2 & 3

SAM THE BAND
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$1.00 Admission with College ID
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find what her name is and is
served tea by the elderly maid
who slowly shuffles into the
fireplace.
The problem with the film
lies in the script. Edwards could
not make up his mind as to
whether he should write a
comedy or a moralistic drama.
Comedy and drama can make a
fine blend, but Edwards, like
Neil Simon, is not at his best
when trying to be serious or
moralize. It becomes too
obvious that the dialog you are
hearing is indeed a written
script.
I’m still trying to figure out
why J u l i e A n d r e w s is
appearing in this film. Her
talent is completely wasted, as
she is barely in half of the film.
It seems that she was used to
attract an audience rather than
engage it.
Montclair State College
Department of Speech and Theater
M ajor T heater Series

[Sì

ORPHEUS DESCENDING
Tennessee Williams

OCT. 17-20
201-746-9120
Standard $2.50

Evenings at 8:30

Student $1.25

Friday Matinee at 2:15

Sr. Citizen $2.00

M E M O R IA L A U D IT O R IU M

Acareerinlaw—
without lawschool.
After just three months of study at The Institute for
Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business —
without law school.
As a lawyer’s assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
your training, The Institute’s unique Placement Service will
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm,
bank or corporation in the city of your choice.
The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since
1970, we’ve placed over 2,500 graduates in over 85 cities
nationwide.
If you’re a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative.

We will visit your campus on:

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4

The
In stitu te
fo r
P arale g al
T ra in in g 9

$•s

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 732-6600

' B

operated by Para legal, Inc.

Approved by the American Bar Association.
A '
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Biting the dust
by Jeryl Ann Franco
Like several other previously
disco-oriented clubs in the
area, the Soap Factory Disco in
Palisades Park has changed its
format to rock and roll and, for
all practical purposes, renamed
themselves the Soap Factory
Rock Club.
In its pr emi er e rock
weekend, the Soap Factorydid
not let disco go out in a wimper,
but bloodily murdered it last

week to the sounds of Twisted
Sister’s deafening chords and
curdling chants from the
abundant crowd of “Disco”
surrounded by the usual
obscenities.
Joe Sai gh, the c lu b ’s
manager, explains the switch in
format by passing off disco as
“an overblown fad that is dying
a slow death.” He continued
saying, “I also have the bar to
think about. They just came
here to dance. Even the record
companies are saying that the
kids are into disco for the
clothes and dancing, not album
buying.”
“Now,” Saigh boasts, “we
are strictly rock and roll.”
The Soap Factory building,
in itself, is very interesting.
Converted four years ago from
an actual soap factory to a
disco, it is undeniably huge.
It has seven bars and five rooms
that this reporter could count.
There is another liquor-anddance-floor-equipped room at
every turn, not to mention a
lounge with pinball machines.
There are blinking lights and
a lit dance floor reminiscent of
days gone by and a mural in the
lobby of a disco dancing
couple, but nothing else would
let you know “John Travoltas”
hoofed across these floors.
Saturday evening’s inhabitants
ranged from left-over hippies
to a few garbed in the fashions
of new wave rock, who cheered
furiously as the mirrored disco
ball was c e r e mo n i o u s l y
removed from its spot over the
main dance floor.
Numerous shirts and buttons
displaying common and notso-common antidisco slogans
were e x h i b i t e d by the
attendants. Scrawled on the
bathroom walls are sayings
such as “Disco is here today,
but rock and roll is here to stay”
plus var i ous de r oga t or y

Every picture tells a story...
descriptives about frequenters
of the fading dance culture.
One stagehand’s shirt read
“ Disco died at the Soap
Factory on Oct. 4.”

greater anti-disco frenzy. Then
“Sweet Transvestite” from The
Rocky Horror Picture Show
wailed on the massive PA
bringing the gayly dressed
Twisted Sister onto the stage.
A sign in the club’s lobby
reads “capacity 796.” But even
Saigh replied, “no comment” to
that. The amount of people
squeezing themselves into the
S o a p F a c t o r y plus the
wrapped-around-the-building
entrance line was incredible
and uncountable, but surely
over 796. Amongst the Twisted
Sister fans, smashed as close as
possible to the bandstand,
there was the lilting, familiar
aroma of marijuana, a common
odor in New York, but unusual
in most Jersey clubs.
From the outside, the Soap
Factory is a big, old, blue and
white factory. It sports a tall
smoke stack and numerous
painted and lit signs reading
Soap Factory Club and Disco.
It also has four tanks by the

P r i o r to t he b a n d ’s
appearance at around 10:30, a
DJ played “safe” rock songs. It
was loud and the beat was
good, but it never lightened up
or got experimental. Thiscould
have been to please the crowd
who was there to see Saturday’s
group Twisted Sister, a heavymetal transvestite group who is
very popular on the Jersey club
circuit. However, there was a
screaming absence of Elvis
Costello, the B 52’s, and Dave
Edmunds to lighten things up a
bit.
The bands appearing for the
remainder of October also
seem r a t h e r t r a d i t i o n a l
(excepting David Johansen’s
appearance last Friday). Edgar
Winter is coming to the Soap
Factory, as are Grover,
Margaret, and Za Zu Zas, and
various local bands like White
Tiger and Friends.

door which are painted to look
like overgrown liquor bottles.
The club is open five days a
week, Wednesday through
Sunday. The cover charge is $5,
and a Bud is $1.25. There’s a
snack bar with pzza, hot dogs,
an pop corn.
The Soap Factory is in
Palisades Park on 15 Grand
Ave., and can be reached by
taking Route 46 East to the first
exit after the turnpike. The tall
chimney, bathed in light, is
visible form the highway. The
phone number is 945-2287.

N o rth Jersey W omen’s

Health Organization
450 HAMBURG TURNPIKE
WAYNE. NJ 07470_______

•V D Screening
• Pregnancy Testing
• Abortion Counselling
•Birth Control
Information

278-4500

WPLJ-fm DJ’s Jimmy Fink
and Pat St. John were there to
cover the burning of disco at
the Soap Factory. They
proclaimed the new name of
Soap Factory “ Rock Club’’and
gave an off-color introduction
for Twisted Sister spurring the
rockcrazed crowd into an even
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THE WAVERLY CONSORT
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in their production of

LE ROMAN DE FAUVEL"
Fully Staged 14th Century Fahle

p h o to s by D irk B ender

Montclair High School Auditorium
Sun. Oct. 14, 3:30pm
Tickets:$5.00 Student Rush
Special lecture dem onstration by M. Jaffee,
Music D irector of Waverly Consort
11am Day of Perform ance A dm ission -$1.00
F or A dditional Inform ation Call: 7 4 4 -6 7 7 0
IS/ew Jersey rockers tine up to join their comrades inside the
already-packed club.
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Ath lete
of the Week

Linebacker Mike Schreck (60) and strong safety Jerry Agee won
co-athlete of the week for their performance against the Pirates of
Seton Hall University.

jy Andy Kaye

%

Linebacker Mike Schreck and safety Jerry Agee both got off to
slow starts this season. But now you could add their names to the
ever-growing list of MSC defensive stars. Agee and Schreck are
the co-winners of this week’s MSC Athlete of the Week honor.
The two men were keys to MSC’s big 27-8 victory over Seton
Hall (SHU) this past Saturday. Schreck had 12 tackles and two
fourth quarter interceptions, both of which led to MSC
touchdowns. Agee had nine tackles plus an interception. He was
the coaches’ choice for both defensive player of the game and
“special teams” player of the game.
This is the second straight year that Schreck has had problems
at the start of the season. Last year, the junior from North
Brunswick rebounded from some medical problems to finish third
on the team of tackles. This year, Schreck stretched ligaments in
his ankle during training camp and then reinjured himself when he
tried to return too soon.
His first lengthy action this season came against Kean College.
The. 5'l 1" 200-pounder came up with 16 tackles that night. This
effort earned him his first start of the season last week. Schreck
responded with a brilliant effort.
“1 feel good and rested. My ankle is sound,” Schreck noted. “I
feel I was well prepared for the game. 1 knew their tendencies from
viewing films and 1 read my keys.”
Schreck had collected 11 of his tackles when he added two
interceptions to his impressive statistics. On both plays, Schreck
saw the play develop, covered his area and made the play. The first
interception was especially important since it came with MSC still
maintaining their scant two point halftime edge. “The fact that we
got a touchdown after the interception, gave me added
satisfaction. 17-8 is a big difference from 10-8,” he said.
Schreck gives a lot of credit for his success to linebacker coach
Frank Bonadies. “He’s helped me an awful lot,” Schreck said. “He
made me very comfortable and confident. He brings out that extra
desire in you.”
Sqhreck also gave praise to fellow honoree, Jerry Agee. “Jerry
played a super game. He’s a great competitor:” Indeed, both of
those observations can be easily substantiated. Agee’s nine tackles
were an MSC season high for defensive backs. H is play on special
teams has been excellent all year and he is now beginning to settle
in at the strong safety slot.
Agee’s competitiveness is attested to by just the fact that he is on
the team. Last year, Agee left the team to be at the side of his ailing
father who later passed away. Using the death as a motivational
factor, the Red Bank native started a determined effort to get in
shape for the current season. He reported to camp in excellent
condition and slowly began to make his presence felt. “The
coaches were very important in my keeping my enthusiasm
because they maintained interest in me,” Agee commented. “If
they had lost confidience in me, then 1 would have lost confidence
in myself.”
Agee had good reason to be confident in himself. His play has
steadily improved from week to week. Last week’s effort against
SHU was one of the finest by an MSC defensive back in recent
years. And he gives warning to future MSC opponents: “I
y io n estlj^can ^say ^U iatJ^can jio J)etten 2 _ _ _ >_i_______>_ _ ^ _ iiii^

Harriers win two
Performing once again with
an i njury-ri ddled lineup,
MSC’s harriers rose to the
occasion by knocking off rivals
Trenton State College (TSC)
24-32, and Queens College, 1549, last Saturday at Garret
Mountain.
Despite the absence of three
of their top eight runners, the
Indians steam rolled their
opponents with relative ease.
This meet marked the Fifth
consecutive time that coach
James Harris was forced to
send an incomplete squad to
the line. The Indians have
responded admirably,as they
now sport an overall 8-2 ledger.
Saturday’s showdown was as
tactical a confrontation as
could be imagined: Seven
different runners held the lead
at one time or another during
the first two miles of the race.
As the pack approached the
infamous Garret Mountain hill
for the first time, TSC’s Steve
Wynne made his move; the rest

man were now battling for the
consolation spot. Gordon
eventually won that battle with
a respectable 25:54 perform
ance. More important, the
Indians won the war by virtue
of a 2-4-5-6-7 team effort, due
to Wallace, Steve Boyle, Dan
Wiggins, and Ron Macey.
Coach Harris was very
pleased with last weekend’s
performance. “Earlier in the
week, I told the guys that it
appeared that they only ran
exceptionally well against poor
opponents. After Saturday,
I’ve definitely changed my
views and I just hope this is a
good omen for the upcoming
c ha mpi ons hi ps . TSC has
always been a tough team to
beat, but 1 think it is obvious
from the results that we were
not at all intimidated by them,
he said.
With a healthy lineup, the
Indians would appear to be a
solid bet for second in the
conference.

Julius Muinde
of the field was content to let
him go.
By the time Wynne and
others had passed the crest of
the hill, the pack was all but a
memory. Ian Gordon, Rich
Wallace, and TSC’s second

FAIRFIELD NAUTILUS
Physical Fitness

2 WEEKS FREE!
.V i-
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The Lowest Student Rates,
The Largest Nautilus Facility.

\

-BUILDCardiovascular fitness, muscle tone, flexibility,
stength, fat loss. Prepare for Skiing, Racquetball, Tennis, any activity. Mens & Womens super
vised programs. Separate Sauna and Showers.
NAUTILUS-To help you cope with stress.
NAUTILUS-Just for the health of it.
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! YOGI BERRA'S

i COLLEGE DISCOUNT
I $6/Court hr.-6am to 9am
-1 lpm to 12am
I $8/Court hr.-9am to 4pm
j Valid MSC ID Required

j Call For Reservations 227-4000

227-5433

333 Rt.46, Fairfield. NJ.

Fairfield Nautilus
Hollywood Ave.
at the Bridge
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Indians rally to beat SHU

I M Highlights

photo by Don Keenan

by Ann Marie Miskewicz

Mike Lovett (56) has SHU quarterback Carl Zambelli (12) scrambling, while lineman Greg Brand
(65)looks on helplessly.
by Kenneth Lambert
Reserve quarterback Joe
Hobholz, linebacker Mike
Schreck, and tailback Mike
Horn led MSC to a 27-8 victory
over the Pirates of Seton Hall
University (SHU).
Rebholz, who was replaced
by Scott Fischer after the
Wagner College game, came in
with the score at 10-8 in favor
of MSC. He threw a 15 yard
touchdown pass to wide
receiver Mike Cozza, to give
the Indians a 17-8 lead.
Schreck had his second
straight great game as he came
up with two interceptions and
12 tackles. He lost his starting
position to Dave Brown due to
an injury in camp, but has come
on with a vengeance.
It is now expected that Horn
will get his 100 yards every
game. He did not disappoint
anyone as he came through
with another big effort. He
gained 127 yards in 31 carries.
He now has a five game total of
591 yards, and is well on his
way to a 1000 yard season.
MSC took the opening
kickoff, and went down to the
Pirates 19 yard line, where the
drive stalled. Place kicker
Keith Sahlin put the Indians on
the scoreboard with a 36 yard
field goal, giving MSC a 3-0
lead.
The Tribe’s next score was
on a seven yard run.by full
back Chris McGrath. A great
defensive play and a SHU
miscue gave MSC the ball on
the Pirate nine yard line.
Quarterback Carl Zambelli
was sacked for a nine yard loss,
and then on the ensuing play,
he fumbled the snap from
center on fourth down. The
Indians took possession, and
three plays later, McGrath
scored to give MSC a 10-0 lead.
SHU scored its first points as
a result of a mistake by the
Indians,

Peter Kane gave the Pirates
two points. An alert play by
Kane kept SHU from scoring
seven. MSC now held a 10-2
lead.
The Pirates again scored
with the help of MSC. A pass
interference call gave them a
first down on the Indian’s 30
yard line. After a 10 yard
scramble by Zambelli, he found
wingback Dean Catino open in
the endzone for a nine yard
touchdown, putting them back
into the game. The two point
conversion attempt was no
good, so MSC went into the
locker room with a 10-8 lead.
MSC’s next chance at a score
was negated when Sahlin
missed on a 32 yard field goal.
Strong safety Jerry Agee
intercepted a Zambelli pass (his
third of the season) on the
Pirate 47 yard line, giving the
Indians the opportunity to
score.
The first of two interceptions
on the day by Schreck, gave the
Indians another chance to
score, only this time, they took
advantage of the turnover. It
took four plays to score, with
Rebholz throwing to Cozza for
the final 15 yards. It was the
first touchdown reception for

C ozza, and the second
consecutive passing touch
down for Rebholz, giving MSC
some breathing room at 17-8.
MSC’s next score was set up
by another Schreck intercep
tion. After intercepting the
ball, he raced down the field for
35 yards but a personal foul
against the Indians put the ball
on the SHU 29 yard line. It
took nine plays to score, with
Horn on a second effort scoring
from two yards out.
The final score of the day
came after MSC’s aggressive
defense stopped the Pirates on
a fourth down play. Tailback
Bill Grundy took the handoff
from Rebholz and darted down
the field for 39 yards, to the
SHU four yard line. The drive
stalled and in came Sahlin to
kick a 27 yard field goal,
making the score 27-8.
The Indians had two more
interceptions for the day,
making a total of five.
De f e n s i v e b a c k s Br i a n
McNany and Tom Devine
came up with one each. It was
the second one for Devine, and
he is tied with Schreck.
Freshman Carl Adams and
Agee led the team with three
interceptions each.

Going into the final week of co-ed football, the Devil’s Brigade
and Bohn Brewski’s clinched the first two playoff spots in
Division 1. Devil’s Brigade finished with a 4-0-1 record and Bohn
Brewski’s with a 3-1-1 record.
In Division II, the Bohners clinched a spot in the playoffs with a
4-0 season. Tropicana Express is in secind with a 3-1-0 record,
followed by the Mickey Mouse Club with a 2-1-1 record.
Tropicana Club and Mickey Mouse Club will play each otherthis
week with the winners going to the playoffs.
In other league action held last week, the Weebles squeaked by
BILK, 21-19.
Laura Molinaro and Lisa Dibisceglie scored two touchdowns
each on passes from Joe Natoli and Lou Lanatto to lead
Tropicana Express over the Pits, 34-7.
Devil’s Brigade ruined Olga’s Outlaws’ chances for a playoff
berth as they ousted the Outlaws 41-20. Ellen Blanck scored two
touchdowns for the Devil’s Brigade. Bohn Brewski’s blanked the
Magnificient 7th, 19-0. Twilight Terrors squeaked by the Steel
Curtain, 13-12.
'
Mike Ritz ran 25 yards and threw a touchdown pass to Chris
Enny to lead the Bohners over the Mickey Mouse Club. Paul
Hoch of the Bohners also intercepted for a touchdown.
In the bowling league, the Pocket Calculators are in first place
with a 17-4 record. Men’s high game is currently held by John
Pong of Animal House with a 224. John Dworak, a teammate of
Pong’s, captured high series with a 601. Men’s high average of 182
is held by Bob Zurichin of Constantly High. Cindy Jancz of
Animal House leads all women in the league with high average
(154), high game (204), and high series (495).
Men’s five-on-five basketball applications are now available in
the S1LC Office. Rosters are limited to 10 players, with seven
players minimum. The applications are due Wed., Oct. 24, at
noon.
A roller skating night will be held Mon., Nov. 5 from 10
pmmidnight, at United States of America, located at West Belt
Mall (next to Willowbrook Mall). Tickets will go on sale Tues.,
Oct 23, in the Student Center Lobby. Cost of the tickets is $1.25.
Skate rental will be an extra dollar payable at the rink.
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H a i R S T U D IO

50%
OFF
(With Scott)
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till Oct. 31

Haircuts
Body Waves
Hennas
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Conditioning
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LIGHTED FOOTBALL "PAYS TO PLAY!
SCORE BIG PROFITS
SELLING THE "BRIGHTEST" IDEA
SINCE THE FRISBEE!®

•mumm

NITELITE LIG H TED F O O T B A LL . . . THE F O O TB A LL
TH A T LIG H T S UP FO R NIGHTTIM E FU N . R e q u ire s
tw o A A b a tte rie s . P a te n te d . F u n d ra ise r. 30
s e c o n d T .V . c o m m e r c ia l. S e n d $ 1 0 .0 0
(p o stp aid ) fo r sam p le and fu ll d e t a ils to:
CO LLEG E P A Y M A K E R S D IV ISIO N
c/o PICK P O IN T ENTERPRISES. IN C.
P .O . M irro r Lake . N .H . 0 3 8 S 3
O r c a ll T e l. No. 6 0 3 -S 6 9 -1 3 3 8 .
A sk fo r M r. C o rk y N ew com b, V .P . M a rk e tin g
A ls o ask a b o u t th e M ajor L e a g u e B re a k in g
B a ll, the a u to m a tic cu rv e b a ll, e n d o rse d by
J im Rice an d M ike F la n a g a n . Fun to pitch ,
catch , an d h ltl (sam ple $ 9 .0 0 p o stp a id ).
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The MSC football season has now reached its midpoint and so
it is time to hand out midterm report cards. Now, remember there
is still half a season to go and these grades can, and probably will,
change.
I’ll start with the team’s strongest area, the linebackers who get
an A. Sam Mills, Dave Brown and Mike Schreck have been
simply superb. Mills, last year’s NJ Defensive Player of the Year,
ance again leads the team in tackles with 59. Brown is second on
he team in tackles while Schreck is finally getting over the effects
of a training camp injury. This past week, against Seton Hall,
Schreck had 12 tackles and two interceptions.
The defensive backs get a B. Enemy quarterbacks have
completed only 34 per cent of their passes this season and MSC’s
secondary has come up with 12 interceptions. Their grade was
lowered from a B plus because of one play; the bomb thrown by
East Stroudsburg State College for their winning touchdown.
Safeties Jerry Agee and Mike Smith have been excellent while
Carl Adams, Mike Griglik and Brian McNany have all been more
than adequate in starting roles.
The defensive line also gets a B. Youngsters Mike Lovett and
Mike Popek have filled in nicely for last year’s graduates Tony
Nastasi and Mark Dorsey. Andy Wagner has been a tower of
strength for MSC, which has given up only 84 yards per game
rushing. Steve Zrowka has been a standout at an end while Brian
Monohan, Bob Arnold and Nick ZarA have also made
contributions.
The kicking game is the recipient of yet another B. Keith Sahlin
has improved his field goal range and his kickoffs have
consistantly pinned MSC’s opponents deep in their own territory.
Peter Kane took over the punting chores after John Dispoto got
off to a poor start. Kane has a 34.7 yard average thus far. Their
grade has been dropped on the strength of four bad snaps; two
apiece on field goal attempts and punts. This deficiency probably
won’t be rectified until snapper Adrian Steingart returns from his
medical problems—if he does.
The return teams get an F. MSC has failed to get its act together
on either their kickoff return or punt return teams. The Indians
have a woeful average of 9.7 yards on kickoff returns and a dismal
2.7 vard average on punt returns. This is definitely an area for
coach Hill and his staff to work on.
Now, we go to the offense. The offensive line gets a B plus. Most
of the time, this unit has been overpowering but they have been
called for quite a few penalties, too. The big guys up front are
tackles Tom Morton and Doug Roberts, guards Bill Powers and
Tom DeGraw, center Joe Hughes and tight end Hubert Bond.
Running behind these guys are some potent backs who get a B.
Mike Horn will undoubtedly break MSC’s single season rushing
record but this is a tribute to his durability more than anything
else. Horn’s 4.3 yard per carry average is not anywhere near his
potential especially when you consider the line he runs behind.
Ditto for Horn backup Bill Grundy. The fullback, Mike
Hosier and Chris McGrath havedoneasolidjobofblockingand
also have run well in their limited number of opportunities.
The receivers get an incomplete. They haven’t been thrown to
often enough and it would be unfair to grade them solely on their
blocking.
That leaves us with the quarterbacks, who get a D. Neither
Scott Fischer not Joe Rebholz has thrown the ball consistently
well. Rebholz failed miserably as the opening day quarterback
but, unlike last year, Scott Fischer failed to pounce on the golden
opportunity. Dan Kelleher hasn’t done too much in his brief
appearances. The positives are Scott Fischer’s running of the
option and Rebholz’s two touchdown passes over the past two

by Kenneth Lang
“Another year older, another
year wiser,” could be applied to
the thinking in Coach Fred
Hill’s mind. His MSC Indians
will be playing this Saturday
night at home against Central
Connecticut State College
(CCSC). Last year at New
Britain, the Indians lost a tough
29-28 decision after leading
most of the way.
The situation is almost a
repeat of the one MSC faced
last year. At this point in each
season, the Indians had lost one
game, to East Strousburg State
College (ESSC). Each year
MSC had to face Seton Hall
University (SHU) at Giants
Stadium. And, each year MSC
emerged victorious. MSC
enters the game this week with
a 2-0 conference record and a 41 record overall. Last year, the

weeks.

Remember, there is still a half of a season to go and as 1 said,
^these grades can, and probably will, change.

Sport Shorts
Don’t forget, there are three more consecutive Wednesdays of
Trivia questions. Upcoming categories are sports, Oct. 17,
movies, Oct. 24, and potpourri, Oct. 31. First, second, and third
Place prizes of $15, $10, and $5, will be given to the top three
I finishers each week.
Candlelight Bowling will be held the night of Dec. 8 at
Wallington Lanes in Wallington, NJ. The price of the tickets is
$10 per pair which includes hot and cold buffet, beer, soda, and
three games of bowling. For more information, contact the SILC
. * tec
°ffice at 893i5245.
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defensive team effort as each
week a new star shines. The
defense picked off five SHU
passes last week and look to
have another fine showing at
home.
CCSC has been struggling so
far this season. They will be
coming to MSC with a .500
record (3-3) and a 29-23 victory
over Cortland State College
Blue Devils’ coach William
Loika has had difficulties with
his team’s defense. They have
given up more than 100 points
so far, and the offense at best
has been sporadic,
CCSC represents another
Division II challenge for the
Indians. Though they lost their
earlier encounter agaisnt
ESSC, they played well. A
victory over the Blue Devils
will up the team’s record to 5-1
and bring high hopes of
continuing along the 1979
jr fò i'K s iv <V®01®.V

season with a single defeat.
After the loss last season,
M SC r e e l e d o f f f o u r
consecutive victories. This
year, they would like to end
with seven straight.
The Indians may have
silenced a few skeptics with
their convincing win over SHU
last week. The game drew quite
a bit more media interest, since
the game was played at Giants'
Stadium. A good showing by
the Indians proved to the more
than 6000 people ther that
MSC football has come of age.
The next step towards a
possible bowl bid for the
Indians takes place at 8 pm
under the lights at MSC. The
Indians will be going for their
third consecutive win at home
this season, and in the process
will be hoping to avewnge their
loss last season to CCSC.
« /© i'K siv <yi5X»iS\v <yiSw®>v

3 0 Pompton Ave.
(R o u te ¡¿3)

Cedar Grove, *\J
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P h o n e:239-8911
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...would like to
eater your affair

Indians left CCSC with four
wins and two losses. This year,
at Sprague Field...
The two schools have gone in
opposite directions this season.
Though the Indians’ record is
the same as last season’s, the
1979 MSC offense under the
leadership of quarterback Joe
Rebholz has shown a marked
improvement. The running
game, led by Mike Horn, has
been outstanding. As for the
defense, they have allowed 27
points in five weeks. Led by
Sam Mills, they have outdone
themselves this season. In the
game last season against
CCSC, Mills led the Indians
with 18 tackles from his
linebacker position. This
season, it has been a total

WEDDINGS, PARTIES
BANQUETS
u p to 1 5 0 seated

Come Have Luneli o r Dinner,
or «lust Enjoy Our Cocktail Lounge*
Great Atm osphere
Entertainment Wed. thru Sut.
Ladles Wight -

Normal Ave.

Tue*., Wed.,&Thurs.

Rt.23 Pompton Ave.

Cedar Grove Inn
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Newest Idea in N.J.
The ONLY Combination Indoor Baseball, Softball,
Tennis and Golf Range Of Its Kind.

Open to the Public 7 days a week till 10 pm

ATTENTION BALLPLAYERS

Little League CYO PAL High School
College Athletes Leagues Teams

I’ERFECT YOUR SKILLS as Teams nr Individuals

W E ST O R A N G E S P O R T S C L IN IC
Major League Baseball Pitching Machines
Match
Pro Tennis
Matches i
a
u. r
„
Arc « hast Pitch Softball Machines
Indoor Golf Driving Ranges

offering 17 different pitches

WEST ORANGE SPORTS CLINIC
106 Harrison A ve. West Orange, Nf
For further inform ation call
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by Andy Kaye

Blue Devils invade Sprague

7i6-430t or 4302
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fSpeaal Hourly«' Team Rates

pr iv a te in str u c tio n available
video t a p in c p la yr a c k o' an alysis
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6-1 In dian s squeak by Vikings
by Dave Yourish
“ Maybe it’s a matter of putting some guys on the bench,” stated a dissatisfied
Bob Wolfarth, after his soccer team narrowly defeated Upsala College this past
Saturday.
The Indians, who defeated the Vikings by a 4-3 score on this windy morning,
were not very impressive, despite the talent that is present on this year’s squad. “The
halfback line played very well,” was about the only positive thing that coach
Wolfarth had to say. However, he did mention some others who had had a fine
game at Walker Field.
The problem seems to be that people just standing around. For example, the
Vikings scored their third goal as a result of a free kick, one of three on the day
which led to goals for the Vikings.
At 14:20 of the second half, Viking Ron Panison got an early Christmas gift. He
was standing all alone in front of the Indian goal, with the Vikings on attack. They
just put their free kick into action and someone took a shot on goal. The ball
carromed off the side crossbar and right out to Panison, who just zipped it past a
baffled Bill Muller.
On a number of occasions the Indian defense lapsed and didn’t cover the open
man, which made for a busy day for keeper Muller.
In the first half MSC scored at the 15:32 mark as Keith Ruggieri put one past
Viking goalie Tony Cordero. Fifteen minutes later, Aldo Venturri tied it up at one
all. Muller, who had a fine day, had no chance to save this one.
The defense lapsed in front of him as Upsala was putting the pressure on after
putting yet another free kick into play. Venturri hit this one into the mesh, above
the goalie’s head. Before the goal, M uller had made a number of saves and he wasn’t
totally in position.
Muller made only one mistake on the day, and luckily it wasn’t a costly one. The
ball was rolling to his left, and he went out to cover it up. Also in pursuit of the ball
was a teammate of his and an opponent. Muller decided to get back in goal and as
he turne^l he slipped and fell. The Upsala player centered the ball perfectly, with no
goalie in the net.
Enter Alex Basurco, the freshman fullback from Paterson. Basurco headed the
ball away from the Viking attack, as he made one of his many fine plays of the day.
Muller made up for his uncostly mistake by continuing to play a fine game. At
eight minutes left in the first half, and again with two minutes left, Muller made
some fine saves as Upsala started to apply the pressure. When the half ended it was
all tied at one a piece.
In the second half, at 14:20 Aldo Venturri put one past Muller for the Vikings, at
this point it was 2-1 and it looked as though the Vikings had control of the game.
But the Indians, instead of being demoralized, came right back in with enthusiasm.
Rich Zipf was the early hero as he scored on a perfect set up by Basurco .
Then Ranison scored his gift goal and that made things 3-2. It looked like the

Members o f the M SC soccer team display the form that so far has given them a
successful record for the season.

Vikings had the game, but again the Indians came back.
Fred Brown, a junior fullback with a noticeable temper, got MSC back into the
game as he finally scored. Brown, along with Basurco, were two of three who had
good games. Brown found the net off an almost impossible angle. He was lined up
for a corner kick and he kicked the ball high in the air towards the cente^of the net.
The ball carried, and went over the outstretched hand of Cordero and into the net
for a 3-3 tie.
Here, the Indians again controled the play as they put pressure on Cordero.
Marco DeFlippis, the third mentioned for his productive day, just missed scoring
on a header from in close.
At 36:15 the Indians ended the suspense as Paul Delbo scored, breaking throught
the Viking defense and beating goalie Cordero.
The Vikings didn’t give up though, as they kept pressuring Muller. However,
Muller shut the door on them and the Indians went home winners, and coach
Wolfarth went home thinking. “Something’s missing. They’re not new, and I don’t
question them,” he related. “It’s a mental breakdown,” he said in a state of
perplexity. Whatever it is, something will probably be done and probably soon.

S q u a w s c o m p e titiv e d e s p ite you th
by Dave Yourish
A 2-3-1 record, although not a winning mark, could yet be looked on as
impressive considering the competition the Squaws draw.
That’s the situation field hockey coach Donna Olson finds herself in.
“We are a young team,” Olson said in an interview on yesterday’s snowy day. “I
think we are progressing,” she then noted with a lot of enthusiasm.
The Squaws are in the New Jersey Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (NJAIAW) Division I. With the likes of Yale University (Yale), Adelphi
University (Adelphi), Temple University (Temple) already played, plus other
Divison II schools looming in the future, the Squaws have their work cut out for
them if they hope to finish with a respectable record.
This year’s team is, as Olson noted, very young. With only two seniors on the
club, the Squaws are, to say the least, inexperienced. Two sophomores, Lee Ann
Wood and Dawn Faulk start on the attack line, while the other sophomore on the
team, Lisa Symes, starts on the defensive line.
Joining Symes on the defense are juniors Alice Waller and, Beth Malekoff.
Another junior, Sheila McNamara, doubles on attack and defense.
Even goalie Evelyn Jackson is a junior. The rest of the attack, Rosalyn
Goldschmidt, Mary Johnston, Joyce Kelly, Judy Popadanic, and Arlene Weston
are also juniors.
With all this inexperience, the Squaws have managed only two wins, that against
Kings College (Kings) and C.W. Post. In the game against C.W. Post, Kelly was the
local hero, as she scored on a penalty stroke from seven yards out. Her score was the
only one on the day, as the Squaws were victors on Sprague Field’s new astroturf.
Jackson in the defense played well in evidence of the shutout.
MSC’s only other win was against C.W. Post. Wood was the catalyst as she
scored three goals. Johnston also had a goal and a assist. McNamara got into the
action too as she had one assist for the day.
The Squaws had their offense working in top form as they converted on five of
their eight shots on goal. In the second half they had only two shots on goal, and
that’s where Wood scored two of her goals.
They out shot MSC with eight more shots on goal for a total of 18-8. Yet they
only scored twice as goalie Jackson turned them away on many occassions.

“I felt that we played much strong offensively,”01son said about the 5-2 victory.
Usually, “we start out with a bang and then slide down,” she commented on the
Squaws’ average season.
But this year has been different, the Squaws have started out slow and coach
Olson hopes that they can pick up the pace.
“We can’t down I-0 and 2-0 and come back,” she related. The Squaws take on
Rutgers University at New Brunswick, today, at 3:30 pm. This game is “a big test to
see how much we’ve progressed,” Olson emphasized. “The key to our success is if we
can come up with a more potent offense,” she added.
The Squaws should start to mature and their next home game is against
Princeton University (Princeton) on Tues., Oct. 16 at 3:30 pm.

